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RALPH STACKPOLE

SCULPTOR AND PAINTER

Among the hardy pioneers of San Francisco's art

colony, Ralph Stackpole, the sculptor and painter, commands

the attention of Callfornlan patronage and International

critics. Because of his constant growth, his balanced stride

in his art work, he has been a leader and scout in new areas

of aesthetic discovery. Just as his pioneer ancestors plodded

along "one foot in front of the other" with their eyes on the

far horizon, so has Stackpole been practical and yet led a-

rlght by his vision in his adventures as an artist.

Noi.T a proven figure in San Francisco's list of "Fa-

mous Artists" she has nourished, StackiDole has been a factor

in the art life of California since his first years here.

Not only has he taken part In famous controversies, courage-

ously maintaining his views on art politics and art organiza-

tions, but his beliefs and teaching theories have taken con-

crete shaoe In the lives and works of innumerable pupils.

He is an individualist, but also an ardent believer

in co-operative groups of artists. He has been one of the

Instigating forces behind several co-operative art galleries

and has also fostered groups of artists who worked together

on various private art projects and has been a co-ordinating

personality In Federal Art Projects that have done civic





mural decorations. The new art I'omuncratlon, based on a wage

scale rather then upon private patronage, or museum promo-

tion, has always interested Stackpole. His economic rela-

tionship to his art career parallels that of most artists

who pioneer in a machine age of mal-adjusted values. As a

typical twentieth-century artist, looking forward to a new

world, he is an archetype.

GENEALOGY—P IONEER HERITAGE

In most cases of American migration the cause was

economic. From that cause was effected the major pioneer

movement from East to West, which brought the ancestors of

Ralnh Stackpole, the sculptor, to the Pacific Coast.

George Fiddler, a pharmacist from Germany, settled

in 1850 in Indiana. Some years later he married Jane Strain,

of Scotch extraction. The development of Indiana was rapid.

As the penalty for most booms is depression, the Fiddlers,

through economic pressure, were forced to seek new frontiers.

James Jordan, a farmer of South Carolina, oppressed

with the stubborness of his native soil, sought a more fer-

tile land.

In the vanguard of those adventurous and hardy peo-

ple who hit the "Oregon Trail" and settled about Gleace

Creek, southwest Oregon, in 1849-53, were the families of

Fiddler and James Jordan. George Fiddler shortly after es-

tablished the first drug stoi'e in Eugene, Oregon. James





Jordan married Mary of the Fiddler family, and from that u-

nlon was born Ethel Jordan.

Lured by the tales of opportunity that California

held forth, Freemont Stackpole, a millwright, the son of John

and Caroline (nee Wiggings) Stackr)ole of Maine, sailed via

the "Horn" in 1875 to San Francisco. The transient nature of

his work eventually led him to Happy Camp, an historical min-

ing center of California. Here in 1884 he met and married

Ethel Jordan.

Sawmill work covers much territory. The couple

later settled at Williams where Freemont Stackpole combined

ranching with the occupation of millwright. In this small

community situated on Williams Greek, Joseohlne County, in

southwest Oregon, Raloh Stackuole was born on May 1, 1885.

EARLY SCHOOLING—TRAGEDY

At six years of age, Ralph Stackpole was enrolled

in the Williams grammar school. T^o years before this, a

strong inclination to draw possessed him. This penchant,

aided and abetted by his father, considerably interfered with

Ralph's acquisition of the "three R's."

One evening in 1895, v;lth dinner oreoared and await-

ing the arrival of Freemont Stackpole, a worlanan from the

mill brought news to Mrs. Stackoole that her husband had been

killed by falling across a circular saw.





Freemont Stackpole carried no life Insurance, and

left his family little in the way of worldly goods. Employ-

ment for women in the "gay nineties" was seldom selective.

Williams and its vicinity had little to offer. Domestic work

with its meager wages or to cook for sawmill camps at better

wages, comorised the lot. Mrs. Stackpole decided upon the

latter.

His mother's work often shifted so that Ralph and

his sister Abigail attended several schools in southwest Ore-

gon. Drawing occupied much of Ralph's school hours and most

of his leisure. One reason for this was that every boy of

Oregon who drew a little during the '90' s aspired to become

a famous cartoonist like Homer Davenport, an Oregonlan.

THE NEWSPAPER SOLICITOR—HIS ADVICE

The drudgery of cooking for sawmill camps palled.

In 1899 Mrs. Stackpole and her two children moved to Grant's

Pass, Oregon. Here, Mrs. Stackpole opened a small restaurant.

In the latter part of 1900 there entered one day a solicitor

for the San Francisco Chronicle. His sales talk to Mrs.

Stackpole had fallen upon deaf ears until he stressed the

qualities of the section devoted to art. To this she be-

came attentive, and confided that her son although untrained,

did similar work. He asked if she had a sample of Ralph's

work. When he saw the work, whether through flattery in the

hope of securing another subscription, or whether in sincere





appraisal, he did San Francisco's art world a favor. He

praised highly, and advised that Ralph be sent to study in

San Francisco. Needless to remark, ITrs. Stackpole signed for

the newspaper on the dotted line and Ralnh determined more

than ever to become an artist.

FIRST ART SCHOOL—PUTNM' S STUDIO

Ralph Stackpole in 1901, when sixteen years of age,

entered the Mark Hopkins Art Institute of San Francisco. He

enrolled in the drawing class under the instruction of Arthur

Mathews. To defray his expenses Stackpole found it necessary

to secure employment. He became a hat checker and ticket

taker at Martin's Dance Hall on Market opoosite Seventh

Street.

After four months of drawing, Stackpole became in-

terested in sculpture. He then entered the studio Jointly

occupied by Arthur Putnam, the celebrated animal sculptor,

and Gottardo Piazzoni, the internationally known landscape

painter. From these two masters he learned the fundamentals

of drawing and sculpture. Piazzoni and Putnam took close to

their hearts the ambitious student. Their art knowledge was

freely imparted , and of it the youth drank deeply.

Art study was not a bed of roses for Stackpole.

Though Putnam and Piazzoni broke crust with him they could

not support him in continuance of his art studies. In 1903

some months were spent as a stake artist (marker) for an en-

gineering company surveying the lines for the Grant's Pass-





Crescent City Railroad. To earn more money Stackpole worked

during the summer months of 1904 as a mucker in an Arizona

gold mine. The money earned during those summer months en-

abled him to aotjly himself to art studies during the winter.

For developing an arm to v/ield nallet against chisel, these

manual Jobs were ideal. In the early Dart of 1905 he worked

as office boy to Will Irwin, sports editor of the San Fran-

cisco Chronicle. His nractical drawing education was further

advanced by employment in the art departments of both the old

San Francisco Bulletin and the Chronicle. Toward the close

of 1905 Putnam and Piazzoni left for Europe and loneliness

came to Stackpole.

FIRST SAN FRANCISCO EXHIBIT

At the San Francisco Art Association Spring Exhibi-

tion in March of 1906, Stackpole made his debut as a profes-

sional artist. His close association with Putnam was shown

in the subject matter he exhibited. Putnam's favorite theme,

the puma (a mountain lion) , which brought him national fame,

v;as also the subject which Stackpole exhibited.

SAN FRANCISCO DISASTER ARTIST FUND

Early in April of 1906 Heinz Springer of Lake Coun-

ty, California, an ardent admirer and patron of young artists,

invited Stackpole and Leslie Hunter to visit his estate for a

few weeks. They accepted and fortunately for them they did.

San Francisco on April 18 of that year was visited by an





earthquake, followed by fire which laid waste the major part

of the city. Stackpole's early work and personal belongings

were destroyed along with the studio of Putnam and Piazzonl.

On StackDole's return to San Francisco he found the

artists' section completely destroyed. With his best friends

and advisers in Europe, and without money, his plight was a

sorry one. Telegraph wires to the East began to tell of the

suffering of San Francisco's population. Of the countless

organizations that solicited funds to care for the destitute,

one fund came from the artists of New York. As a substantial

sura was sent by them, Stackpole's share was $200.

Long desirous to visit Paris and to see his friends,

he resolved to go to Putnam and Piazzonl In Paris, and through

them and the facilities that Paris offered, to augment his

knowledge of art.

WILL SPAPJC S AS PROPHET

Will Sparks, a San Francisco artist, writes in the

San Francisco Gall of July 15, 1905 and clearly demonstrates

his acumen In predicting the future rise of Stackpole:

"Ralph Stackpole, the young sculptor, has gone
to Paris to remain an indefinite period. Stack-
pole has a great deal of talent and I have no
doubt but that a year or two of work in the stu-
dios and foundries of the world's metropolis of
art will put him in the front rank;. At any rate
I expect a great deal of him. Arthur Putnam, a
co-worker of Stackpole's, is in Paris at the
present time, and together the two expect to
take up bronze-casting. In what manner they ex-
pect to take up this study I have not been in-





formed. Many of the best foundries of Paris
guard their mixing and fluxing like Government
secrets, but no doubt California grit and genius
will find a way to knowledge.

"

PARIS

Putnam, Piazzoni, and their valves met Stackpole in

Paris. They rented a two-story house with a garret in the

Paris suburb of Neuilly sur Seine. The lower floor of the

house was occupied by Putnam to be used as home, studio, and

foundry. The Piazzonis had the second, and Stackpole the

garret

.

Stackpole enrolled at the Ecole des Beaux Arts in

the sculpture class under the renowned teactier, Anton Mercie.

y/hile in Paris Stackpole did not go constantly to school.

For months he would study in the art galleries and with Put-

nam without going near the Ecole des Beaux Arts. When the

Putnams left Paris, followed later by the Piazzonis, he moved

to the Montparnasse section and rented a studio in an old

monastery. Here he lived the typical life of a Parisian art

student.

EARLY SAN FRANCISCO COMIISSIONS

When some two years had been spent in Paris Stack-

pole longed for America. In the late spring of 1908 he re-

turned tp San Francisco, and opened his studio at 728 Mont-

gomery Street. In that block, the former haunt of pioneer

artj.sts—and today the rendezvous of many of the local art

colony—he began his art career.





Knowledge of Stackoole's conscientious work In

Paris had ':)receeded his arrival. Before his shingle was out,

local families, interested in oatronizing young artists, had

work for him to do. So that something may be learned of those

early commissions, his participation in exhibits during the

latter part of 1908 will be omitted. The San Francisco Chron-

icle of March 21, 1909, of his first commission reported:

"Tk'o exquisitely finished busts are the latest
productions of the sculptor, Ralph Stackpole.
The busts are of Rosalie Heyncmann, the eight-
year-old daughter, and Lloyd Hcynemann, the ten-
year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Heynemann
of 2508 Fillmore Street. The bust of the girl
is in clay and both as a portrait and work of
art is splendid. The bust of the boy has been
cast in bronze. Both of these children are
beautifully featured and are excellent subjects
for the sculptor. Their parents express them-
selves as being highly delighted with Stack-
pole's work and are having the bust of the lit-
tle girl hewn by him in marble."

Lucy B. Jerome of the San Francisco Call of May 6,

1909, reports an important commission of Stackpole' s, and

gives this interesting glimpse of him:

"At present Stackpole is engaged on the head
of the ten-year-old son of Leon Sloss, Jr.,
whose features, so say the sculptor, partake
of the qualities of the Greeks in the regular-
ity and perfection of modelling, and who there-
fore makes a most interesting subject. Stack-
pole is a Picture of a Paris artist in his
atelier when" at work. His costume is pictur-
esque and his surroundings equally so. Work
means work with him and outside influences are
not permitted to enter into his working hours."

Within a few months of executing his early commis-

sions, Stackpole was called upon to meet in three dimensional

representation the extremes of age. Former criticisms have
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applied to his portraiture of youth. Of the other extreme,

Lucy B. Jerome in the Call of July 4, 1909, under the heading,

"Beautiful Statue of Woman Evokes Praise," stated:

"Stackpole has been engaged on an interesting
head and bust, that of the grandmother of Cyrus
Cuneo, the young illustrator whose name is well-
known through his clever work in the London
Graohic. The grandmother, who is 80 years of
age, sat for the sculpture oortrait v/ith some
misgivings, but the result has verified the
predictions made concerning it. The head shows
a Dorfect likeness, and the modeling of the
various characteristics of old age. the lights
and shadows of the vrinkled countenance, the
deep furrows, and above all the light of ex-
perience, seem to permeate the fine, rugged old
head, and evidence that Stackpole is rapidly
finding himself and that more works like this
last one will put him a long forward step on
the difficult road of Art."

Stackpole, ever meticulous in care of detail and

representation, became dissatisfied "dth the Leon Sloss, Jr.

portrait. Of the second execution of this work. Miss Jerome

of the Call of August 1, 1909, said:

"Ralph Stackpole is one of those who have re-
mained in the city during the summer months,
and he has been finishing up the bust of Leon
Sloss, Jr. at the Sloss country home in San
Rafael. This is the second bust of the lad,
the first not being satisfactory to the sculp-
tor, who had it destroyed.

"

Apropos of the Cuneo grandmother portrait: vfhen

exhibited at the California Conservatory, Margaret Marshall

Doyle of the Call of November 10, 1909, reported:

"There are two attractive busts on view, the
work of Ralph Stackpole. One of these, the
bust of Signora Garblni is the property of S.
Cuneo. The other, the study for a Bacchante,
is a very graceful head, attracting consider-
able attention.

"
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CONFLICTING MEDIUMS—NEW YORK HONORS

Through his association with Putnam and Plazz.onl,

Stackpole's course In art has been deeply influenced. When

he observed Putnam's masterful handling of sculpture, he a-

bandoned his ambitions to become a cartoonist, piazzoni's

influence in painting by 1911 became as strong. To settle

the conflict of two mediums, Stackpolc decided to exDeriraont

with palette and brush. The decision led him to New York

where he studied painting under Robert Henri.

After three months of painting, Stackpole received

a commission to execute n bronze statuette of Edith Altchal,

v/ho later became the wife of Governor Lchmann of Nev; York.

His successful handling of the Altchal statuette brought him

an invitation to show at the ViTiitney Warren Architectural

Exhibit. In the report of Stackoole's success in the New

York exhibit, Katherine Clark Pi'osser of the San Fr8.ncisco

Call of June 25, 1911, wrote:

"Friends of Raloh Stackoole are showering the
artist with congratulations on his latest suc-
cess. Word from the East tells of the recent
winning by Stackpole of the first prize in a
contest for a head of David of Bible fame.
Stackoole's conception of the shepherd king
done in plaster carried off highest honor in
competition with 200 contestants and the first
prize of $100 was awarded the San Franciscan.

"

The New York success led Stac'i^pole back to San

Francisco to again s^occlallze in scu.lpture.
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DILIGENCE— FIRST PUBLIC BUILDING—MARRIAGE

In his rise to recognition, luck played no part in

Stackpole's success. Only through his industry and intense

application was his art recognition effected. Kis faculty

of sustained effort is well exemplified by this article taken

from the San Francisco Call of July 7, 1912:

"It would be impossible to Imagine an artist
more Industrious than Raloh Stackpole, who is
at present occupying the old studio at 728
Montgomery Street made locally famous by a long
line of occupants from Jules Tavernier down
through Mathews, Joullln, Martinez, Dicknan and
others to the present tenant. Here Stackpole
works from a reasonable hour in the morning to
a reasonably late hour in the afternoon--a fact
all the more remarkable v;hcn it is known he
lives on 41st Avenue, v.'hich is nearer to the
Pacific Ocean than it is from his studio to the
Bay. His industry takes the form of keeping
several things 'going' at both his studio and
residence (v;hich, by the way is the one that
was formerly occupied by Putnam) . Just now he
is working three" portrait busxs, among which
is one of Plazzonl. Although the bust was only
recently begun, the likeness in clay is already
of the orofound sort that is a thing apart from
the mere reproduction of the original. It is
this quality, combined with a subtle interest-
ing technique, filled with freshness and feel-
ing, that gives to Stackpole's work in oortral-
ture its undoubted distinction.

"

Of the Individual treatment given by Stackpole to

his sitters the Call of September 1, 1912, remarked:

"The bronze bust of Professor Hilgard, by Ralph
Stackpole, which recently arrived from the East,
v;here the casting was made, has been on view at
the shop of Vlckery, Atkins and Torrey. It is
destined later to be placed in the new Hall of
Agriculture at the Iniversity of California.
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The subject was one which presented oeculiar
difficulties, and the marked excellence of the
result speaks highly of Stackpole"s ability.
The design, considered as a silhouette, is ex-
ceedingly well thought out in poise and oattern,
and the treatment of the countenance is full
of dexterity and knowledge. Individuality In
sculpture is sufficiently rare to call for re-
marks, and there is distinct individuality in
Stackpole's work, both in the manner in which
he approaches his work and in his technique,
which has strength, character and sublety. He
has been particularly successful in the diffi-
cult art of portrait sculoture, combining in
his work the faithful likeness with the imagi-
nation of the artist.

"

Of the numerous articles that dealt with Stackpole's

early expression through the medium of sculpture, that of the

Call of October 6, 1912 gave this additional information:

"And speaking of professors, Ralph Stackpole
Is making a bust of Prof, Charles Frederick
Holder, v/ho fills a unique place among writei's
of popular science. The more one sees of Stack-
pole's work, the more apparent becomes his un-
usual ability as a portrait sculptor. He seems
to bo able to catch those subtle and evanescent
shades of expression that underlie all true
portraiture, and this with a peculiarly free
and dexterous technique. The head of a gi:.-i,re-
recently done, shows this quality of delicacy
to a marked degree. The exDression seems as
though it were breathed on the statue. It seems
to possess an Infusion of life. The thing that
he gives is in the 'beauty wrought out from
within upon the flesh. ' He has also done two
children's heads with consummate delicacy and
charm.

"

The same article carried this information of Stack-

pole's first commission for sculptured ornamentation for a

building:

"Stackpole has executed the details of a can-
opy which will be part of the ornamentation of
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the new Masonic Temple. These details consist
of figure motives, surrounding four niches, and
for these niches he has also modelled from al-
legorical figures. The work has individual and
artistic merit of a high order and a most grat-
ifying architectural harmony."

Of the Masonic Building commission the Call of Feb-

ruary 2, 1913, stated:

"His figures and detail for the Masonic Temple,
in course of construction, were accounted so
successful that he has been commissioned to ex-
ecute some more figures for the same building.

"

In 1912 Stackpole was married to Adele Barnes, a

member of the local art colony. Their son, Peter Stackpole,

is today a nationally known photographer. He is connected

with Life, the new photographic magazine in New York.

CALIFORNIA SOCI ETY OF ETCHERS

A need for a society of etchers had been long felt

in San Francisco Art circles. Of its organization the San

Francisco Chronicle of January 19, 1913, wrote:

"The officers of the society (California Soci-
ety of Etchers) are President, Robert B. Harsha
of Stanford University; secretary Pedro J. Lemos
of the San Francisco Institute of Art Faculty;
treasurer, ijott.^rdo piazzoni and executive com-
mittee, Ralph Stackpole."

PANAIvIA-PA-CIFTC INTERNATIONAL EJCPOSITION

In honor of the builders and toilers who completed

the Panama Canal, San Francisco in 1915 held an exposition.

To this exposition (Panama-Pacific International) was sent

the work of the world's greatest artists. In scope of archi-
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tectural design, few expositions have ever exceeded its mag-

nificence. With its many world famous sculptors, Stackpole

was locally commissioned to execute many subjects. The San

Francisco Examiner of August 9, 1914 tells of Stackpole'

s

work:

"The Spanish Portal of the Varied Industries
Building of the P.P. I.E.. The design is by
Bliss and Faville and the sculptured figures
by Ralph Stackpole, both of San Francisco. The
portal is nearly 60 feet high, and strikes the
visitor Imoressively as he enters the ground
through the Fillmore Street entrance."

A detailed description of Stackpole' s work in the

exposition is given by Lucy V/hite in the Overland Monthly

Magazine of Seotember 1914:

"Looking out upon the South Gardens, the south-
ern facade of the Palace of Varied Industries
will be done by Raloh Stackpole. His figure,
'The Man with the Pick,' for niches in this
v;all is much admired. Stackpole is a pupil of
I.iercie, but his work shows signs of the influ-
ence of Constantln Meunier. Like the great
Belgian ho is fond of making truthful and sym-
pathetic portrayals of the types v;ho play their
oart in the great industrial epic of today.
His interest is not an affectation. Before he
became a sculptor he worked in mines, and his
sketches of workman had attracted wide atten-
tion even before he went to Europe to study.
He will also do panels and figures for the key-
stone of the arch of the main doorway .

"The tympanum, for the lesser doors of the Pal-
ace of Industries, will be set within an embel-
lishment which will constitute one of the pur-
est as v/ell as the costliest architectural re-
productions upon the Exoosition grounds. This
doorway is an exact replica of the famous Sal-
amanca Cathedral in Spain, and was reproduced
at the cost of $15,000. The tympanum, v/hich is
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the work of Stackoole, Is the only deviation
from the portal copied."

John D. Barry in his book, "The City of Domes,"

paid this compliment to Stackpole's work upon the doorway:

"As we drew near the Avenue of Progress we saw
the magnificent doorway of the Varied Indus-
tries, overladen with ornamentation. It was
clever of Faville to put that doorway Just in
l^if ^P^"^' where it could be seen by the crowdsthat entered by Fillmore Street. It comes from
Santa Cruz Hospital in Toledo, Spain, built by
the Spanish architect, De Egas', for Cardinal
Mendoza, one of the most famous portals in Eu-
rope. Th'6 adaptation has been wonderfully done
by Ralph Stackpole, with those figures of the
American workman carrying a olck at either side
and the serai-circular r>anel Just above the door
and the group on top. That panel is one of the
finest pieces of sculpture in the ExTDosition.
It has tenderness and reverence. It's the kind
of thing the medieval sculptors who worked on
religious themes would have been enthusiastic
over. See how simple it is. Just a group of
workers, with the emblems oi" their work, the
women spinning with the la^nb close by, the art-
ist and the artisan, and the woman with the de-
sign of a vessel form in her hands, suggesting
commerce. The single figure in the center is
the intolllgont workman who works with his
hands and knows how to work too. The group on
top is a very pretty conception, the old world
handing its burden to the younger world, with
its suggestions of the European coming over
hero and raising American children.

"

A. Sterling Calder, the American sculptor, in his

article in the San Francisco Examiner of February 21 1915

said that:

"One of the richest doorways, that of the Pal-
ace of Varied Industries, contains oediments,
groups and figures by Stackpole."
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The same author in his book "The Sculpture and Mu-

ral Decorations of the Expositions," imparted this informa-

tion on Stackpole's "Worship" that graced the Altar of the

Fine Arts Building:

"This lovely adoring figure, pure, devoted, ap-
pealing, emblematic of art tending the fires of
Inspiration, is placed upon the Altar before
the Palace of Fine Arts, and can be seen only
from across the waters of the lagoon. Her per-
fect self-surrender to her holy task of guard-
ing inspiration's flame is a sermon and a poem.
She is "the worshipful spirit for whose reward
the glow of genius is spent. She is an image
of the perfect reverence for an ideal. It is
Interesting to note that she is by the same
hand that fashioned those rugged laborers on
the Palace of Varied Industries. The altar of
Fine Arts separated from the beholder by the
width of the beautiful lagoon, set before the
great rotunda, and surrounded by sculptured
barriers and growing green buttress-walls of
flowers that quite shut it off from all access
of the passerby, has tlie effect of a shrine.
This sense of seclusion adds much to the im-
pressiveness of the statue,

"

Stackpole was renresented on the great Siena ped-

estals before the Palace of Education by "Thought, " and was

allotted space for four subjects in the Palace of Fine Arts

Building. For his "Group of Sloss Children" he received

honorable mention.

HIS STUDIO— STACKPOLE' S IDEALS

A detailed description of Stackioole' s numerous works

and exhibits during 1915-16-17 would be useful in depicting

his growth but cannot be included here.
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In the Wasp of January 19, 1918, Louise E. Taber

describes a visit to Stackpole's studio:

"In the delightful old building on Montgomery
Street where artistic Ideals have made their
home, I went along the narrow hall and at the
farther end found Stackpole's door. Before
knocking I paused to look through the glass
doors behind me at a view of charm and inter-
est. True it has no eloquence; it Is Just the
backs of houses facing each other and making
a kind of court, but there is a wealth of som-
bre colors, brown and dull grays predominating,
even chimney tops having a fascination all
their own. I heard a distant voice singing a
Latin air—a song dear to the hearts of fisher-
men lolling in their little boats along the
shores of Naples— -and I forgot that not many
blocks away is Market Street, the heart of a
different world in v/hlch there is no intimate

—

no foreign charm. Here were just quiet sunshine
and artistic shadows, a scene which could have
been stolen from Montmartre and almost, I looked
for the Hansard-roof of I'lmi, v/ith its pictur-
esque window beside v;hlch an old chimney would
Jot up.

"The sculptor opened the door, and it added an-
other bit to the picture, for his corduroy
trousers and gray shirt, bespattered with clay,
were in perfect harmony with the color scheme.

"In the little firenlace, the burning wood was
snapping and the sm.oke made a grayish haze in
the big room. All about were figures and busts
modelled in clay— some life-size, others small.

"I took the chair before the fire; he perched
himself on the other seat, a low ladder of three
or four steos.

"I soon realized that I had come at the v.'rong

moment.

"His thoughts were centered in the figure up-
on which he had been working, and it was no
easy matter for his mind to slip away from the
absorbing subject.

"
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Stackpole is ever laudatory his early local teach-

ers. A further quotation from Miss Tabcr's article bears out

his appreciation of their teaching:

"It WHS a reference to Arthur Putnajn, which
brought the first gleam of interest into his
eyes and gladly he told rac of his admiration
and friendship for this great sculptor, whose
genius is not honored here as it is in the art
centers of Europe, and In New York, where his
work attracted immediate attention.

'"I was in Paris in 1906, and remained two
years,' he told me, 'and I lived with Putnam
and studied In the Beaux Arts, but the best
teachers I ever had are Putnam and piazzoni.
Eiwly in ray career, I did not know wfhich branch
of Art would be ray life work, painting or sculp-
ture. It was not until I had returned from
Paris that the actual decision came, and it was
brought about through securing an order to mod-
el a figure, and making a success, I kept on.
But even now I turn to painting sometimes , be-
cause I love it. '

"

As Miss Taber observed the studio she continued:

"Looking a.bout at the life-like figures, I von-
dered whence comes a sculptor's Inspiration to
make a living thing from an uninteresting life-
less lump of clay, but from his words I gathered
the sculptor's joy in v/orklng out In this gray
earth tliat v/hich already has been conceived in
Its perfection In the mind of the artist.

"'Some sculptors work for just one thing,' he
said, 'and thus they become specialists, but
Michael Angelo and Rodin combined the three

—

construction, volume, and movement. The true
artist is the one who can produce the model's
character. To do this he must be a master of
construction. An artist must be able to under-
stand character; othcrv/ise he Is making merely
a photographic study and is revealing nothing
of the sitter's inner self. Without character
nothing in art is beautiful, for character Is
the essential truth of any object. The face
means nothing, no matter whether beautiful, or
ugly, without the revelation of the inner self,
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and it is for the artist to see beneath the skin
and find the soul, the feeling that the face
is canable of expressing.

"'Everything in nat\ire has character, and it is
the work of the artist, the real artist, to
find that which is hidden—without it no inner
truth is expressed. There is beauty everywhere
and if we fail to see it, it is because we do
not know how to use our eyes.

"'Truth is the foundation of all that Is great
in art. If a work is truly great, it makes no
differGncc whether in sculpture, nalnting, lit-
erature or music; it is because, and only be-
cause it Is the reproduction of truth. People
walk the earth without seeing, but the true
artist is the one whose cnotions and understand-
ing arc alive to that which is beneath external
appearances. Copying nature does not mean any-
thing. Many an artist copies without seeing, and
for this reason ho never will produce a work
of real value. To create a living figure the
sculptor must be keenly alive to human na-
ture and be able to delve deeply into the read-
ing of character. '

"

Attracted by the variety of subjects about his stu-

dio Miss Taber drew from Stackpolc this Interesting discus-

sion of his technique:

"Looking about at his work the figure of a girl
who some day win sit on the base of a fountain
in • a private homo, at the group of children
(Mortimer Flolshhackcr' s children) and at the
various busts, I v'ondered how a sculptor could
pass such precious work into the hands of a
cold-blooded marble cutter, and said as much.

'"I cut my own marble,' he told me. Then he
showed me the instruments he himself has made
for this work. -Very few sculptors do this
work today, but I want to do it --because marble
has life and while working on it very often the
original figure or bust can be improved upon.

'

"He placed two figures together, one in clay,
the other, its replica, in marble—as yet un-
finished, and the life and light of the marble
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were strikingly apparent, also the perfection
v.'hich was working out in the construction-—es-
pecially was it noticeable in the development
of the arms.

"So interesting did this sculptor maice my visit
that I had no notion of the length of time I
v/as staying—until the fire died and the light
became dim. Then he lit the kerosene lamp

—

neither gas, nor electricity is there—and a-
gainst the gray wrought plaster walls v/ere

thrown life-like shadows of the figures stand-
ing about; so life-like that it seemed as if
they must move.

"Near the lamp was the miniature figure of a
woman, her face turned, toward the light, and
the golden glow over the pure lines of her body
made the marble take on a warmth that was al-
most like living flesh.

"It was hard to leave such an alluring v;orkshop,
and even at the door I lingered— held by the
charm of the room with its figures and its soft
shaded light, hanging beside the fireplace,
making those beautiful shadows. There is noth-
ing about that suggests idleness ^ there are no
'artistic' accessories, no 'furnishings'; It is
the studio of a man who lives to work, and like
the room of his neighbor—Plazzoni, dcvm the
hall, it has taken on the sincere and diligent
character of its occupant.

"

MEDALS—JURY OF AWARDS

Stackpole has been the redolent of many awards.

Before passing into other Important phases of his career we

should mention a few of the awards received by him. From the

San Francisco Art Association's Annual Exhibitions v/hich were

held in 1918 and 1920, he received the gold medal on both

occasions. Of an award received in Los Angeles, California,

the San Francisco Chronicle of December 29, 1918, reported:
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"Ralph Stackpole has been awarded the first
prize ($150) for the best piece of vork sho^m
at the recent Liberty Art Exhibit in Los Angeles.
The sculpture was that of a kneeling woman, a
small figure in bronze delicately modeled.
Stackpole has also completed a portrait bust of
Leopold G-odc-'sky the musician. "

Anna Cora Winchell, v/riting for the Chronicle of

February 23, 1919, stated of the prize-'.vinning statue:

"Dr. W. S. Porter has purchased the 'Kneeling
Flgiare,' by ria.lph Stackpole, a snail bronze
well modeled and most graceful and natural in
its lines. This week the bronze is on view in
the Tolerton Print Rooms.

"

On the Jury of Awards of the forty-third annual ex-

hibition of the San Francisco Art Association Stackpole served

as a member. He has served in this capacity on numerous oc-

casions.

JONAS BAS-Fa^LIEF—THE NYTilPH

In 1920 Stackpole designed a bas-relief of Abraham

Jonas of Oakland, California, of which the Oakland Tribune of

October 23, 1920, said:

"The v7ork of Abraham Jonas, business man of
Oakland, as a leader in Temple Sinai Congrega-
tion, was given recognition and honor at a stdc-

cial servic.j In the Temple last night, at v/hich
a bronze bas-relief of the worker was dedicated.

"The bas-relief of Jonas will be mounted in the
vestibule of the Temple."

Members of the local r.rt colony were surprised to

learn in 1920, that I'r. and lirs. Stackpole had amicably a-

greed to separate. Divorce proceedings were instituted short-

ly after.
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Moving through numerous works designed by Stackpole

during the remainder of 1920 we come to his conception of a

nymph which v;as shov/n at the McCann Co. Exhibit held in San

Francisco. In the San Francisco Chronicle of February 6,

1921, Marjorie G. Drlscoll, reported:

"Ralph Stackpole contributes the sculpture, a
lovely little marble nymph. He has set himself
a very difficult oroblem in the pose of his mod-
el, who is seated" with the right knee raised to
form an abrupt angle and the body swung to the
right. It is a sharp deuarture from the con-
ventional pose, but the gain in alertness, del-
icacy and a certain suggestion of primitive
naivete is great. The nymph is caught in an
Instant of surprise, almost of startled timid-
ity, and the sense of arrested motion is ex-
cellent. "

We forego mentioning the numerous articles that

deal with the above works of Stackpole and enter upon a new

phase of his career.

EUROPEAN STUDIES—HIS LETTERS

Of the rewards that accrue from perserverance and

hard work, Stackpole had received a sufficient amount to sat-

isfy a desire of long standing. This desire to further his

knowledge of the technique of painting could now be fulfilled

He prepared again for a trip to Europe. Plazzoni, long rest-

less to see his native Switzerland, decided to accompany

Stackpole for a few months. A few months after their depar-

ture. Norma Abrams of the San Francisco Chronicle of July 31,

1921, wrote:
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"Two of San Francisco's best known sculptors,
Arthur Putnam and Raich Stackpole recently met
in Paris, according to letters received in the
city from the latter. According to Stac^-pole,
Putnam with his family is living in Paris.
Stackpole, who is traveling on the Continent
with Piazzoni, is at present in Locarno, where
he is making a study of the Swiss peasant types.
Later he expects to go to Rome to take up more
serious study.

"

After a few months sketching with Piazzoni in Swit-

zerland, Stackpole left for Italy. The San Francisco Chron-

icle of February 5, 1922 published the following;

"About forty miles from Florence, in the seclu-
sion of a mountain- monastery , Ralph Stackpole,
one of the prominent persons identified with
the San Francisco Sculptors, is established in
a tiny studio where he is pursuing his studies
of Italian sculpture. Very recently Edgar Wal-
ter, another of the sane local group, who is
also studying upon the continent, visited with
him. Together they made a brief tour of the
galleries near Florence. 'I am more convinced
of the futility of the so-called ultra-modern
movement in sculpture,' Stackpole stated In a
recent letter to friends in San Francisco.
'After months spent in Italy and upon the con-
tinent, I feel it is possible to find everything
that is needf\il to the inspiration and expres-
sion of art in Botticelli.'"

Under the heading "World Restlessness Echoed in Art,

Holds Noted Californian, Traveling in Europe," Ray Boynton of

the San Francisco Chronicle of July 16, 1922, wrote:

"Two recent letters from Ralph Stackpole, who
has been studying in Italy and France, written
to a fellow artist in San Francisco, should be
interesting to people here in giving some ideas
of the conditions abroad as reflected in some
of the big exhibitions. They are the reflec-
tions of a man who has reached a considerable
maturity in his work both as a sculptor and as
a draughtsman, and has always preserved an open
mind toward the work of his contemporaries.
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"They also contain a not entirely flattering
comment on the conditions that confront the
artist here at home. Europe, which suffered
so much more than we in tlie war. is still able
to notice the work which is being done by its
artists.

"Stpckpole' s own work is well enough known here
to need no comment. These two letters make their
Doint quite clear.

"

"Venice, May 25, 1922

"Dear P. . . .

:

"You describe the feeling of the world restless-
ness very well. There seems to be no peace here
nor there. Many times I wish I were back there
in the studio with material for work, etc., then
when I read the clippings you send. I am gL^.d to
be here, yet I do not feel so keenly as I do
there. I nave seen the peoole and their life at
close range. You seem so much moi-e in touch with
humanity here than in America, and things go so
smoothly if you let them. I woi'kad a good deal
at Settignano, . painted and modeled and drew and
as a result have nothing" saleable, I worked
only to learn -and what I learned cannot be tak-
en away.

"V/ell, Venice is always Venice, very hot at
present. I can understand some of the Venetian
talk; it is beautiful and amusing. The second
day here I went to a restaurant like the Magot.
I sat down at one table where there was a clean
cloth, near a little unshaven man of about for-
ty-two and with a Naso Rosa that would make J.
look pale. He saw I was not a Venetian and com-
menced to talk French, said he v;as an artist; I
assumed copies; but- from the things he said I
began to become interested. He asked me to his
studio and, believe me, he is some artist— the
bc?t portrait painter- in Venice, and has on a
commission to decorate a church for which forty
artists competed. His work is extremely able
and on t'Vie • Tintoretto order. But Tintoretto
has been dead' many years.
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"The more I see, the more I believe that we
have to start a new course. Well, the Profes-
sor, as they call him at the restaurant, and 1
are friends. We went there every day and one
day took a trip to Padua and saw the Glottos,
which seem Just as fine as when we saw them.
There are some frescoes by Mantegna in a church
near the G-lotto chapel done when he was 17 years
old. Talk about talent, they are his best work
and I think far above his oils. The Donatellos
and Giotto frescoes are still the ssme great
things

.

EXPOSE O F POST-WAR EUROPEAN ART

"The International Exhibition was advertised
with all the effort and skill of posters and
press, etc., reduced fares on the railroads;
the Prince came to open the show; there was a
regatta with decorated and wonderful gondolas
rowed by men In costume. The Grand Canal was
a mass of color. It was a great holiday for
everyone. The Mayor in the evening held a ban-
quet for the artists and you couldn't imagine
anything done better. But the show— it is a
fine portrait of vorld conditions, unsettled,
revolutionary, stupid, chaotic. Two little pic-
tures by Monet In the French section, two pieces
of sculpture in the Belgian section, the" rest,
sometimes more or less good but the greater pure
bunk. The things by the young Italian (recent-
ly dead) that we saw In Paris with the art negre
influence were, I thought, the best things in
the Italian section. Mancine had several; they
have strength and are typical of a certain Ital-
ian taste. Marchand and Barnard (French) are
worth watching. Tito, the crack Venetian, I do
not liice at all. The German section was a night-
mare .

PEOPLE TAKE ART EXHIBITS SERIOUSLY

"The people here take the exhibition very seri-
ously and they are fine hosts; they treat the
artists with great courtesy. The woods are full
of painters, many French and many English lady
water colorlsts. At every corner they are at
work and the children say: 'Isn't it beautiful?'
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• "The Tintorettos and Titians I like even better
after seeing great Florentine primitives al-
though I hold G-lotto and his bunch a little
higher. The Venetians I still appreciate with
great respect. It reminds one that art is art
no matter what school.

FLORENTINE EXHIBIT

"The spring exhibition in Florence was gotten
up with elaborate arrangements. A new building
was built in one of the little gardens, Piazza
Cavour, a fine little building. They also had
a holiday on the opening day and edicts to the
people 'Clttadino Florentine,' etc., were post-
ed on the walls telling them of the Importance
of the show.

"

The second letter Is from Paris and continues with

more information of Venice:

"Everything here seems so alive and fresh and
the modern art that I have seen here is far a-
bove what you see south. Hov/ever, v.'lch this
enthusiasm for France I still have a great love
for Italy. Italy is my drepjn and the few months
spent there leave me with souvenirs of pure
beauty.

"Venice is a wonderful place, and If it wasn't
for the tourist It v/culd be a paradise, but even
they spoil it less than other -olaces. The peo-
ple In Venice are much gayer and happier than in
any other place I have been. Venice is full of
artists; they are painting on evoi-y corner, but
did you ever see a good picture of Venice? I

never have. It is just like making a picture
of- the Venus de Milo—better not make it.

"Information— The churches in Italy were painted
with a coat of plaster after the pest, as thous-
sands went into the churches to die, so they
dls-infected by covering over everything.

"Tintoretto did the decorations in the Scuola
San Rocco when he was a political orisoner. He
did them in about a year; he had bad materials
and lacked some colors, so that helped them to
turn black.
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"The general trend in the modern ohought in

art, I think, is better. It is getting av/ay

from impresgionism and leaning more toward the

best Italian fresco painters.

"They are paying a great deal more attention to

form and to better and more pure color.

"

As Stackpole was in Europe shortly after that con-

tinent's emergence from war, '•iiow its economic disruption and

chaotic conditions affected art becomes of interest to the

student.

The letter that follows was published by Ray Boyn-

ton in the San Francisco Chronicle of February 11, 1923:

"Dear Sir:

"Although it is still winter the days are be-
ginning to be a bit longer and it will soon be
two years since we started together on the trip.

As for me, I don't feel any wiser than when we
left. My hut is crowded full of beautiful things,
so. full" that I could go back to California and
build a cabin of driftwood and Just sit dovm and
think. But I know that would only last so long.
I would be like D , would want to go again.
As for art, I see more plainly how far there is

to go—that there is no end.

"Paris seems to be a groat Ishoratory of art,
where they exr>erimtnt and dissecc and analyze,
and it is Just this that keeps the thing alive,
aad what is being done in oiher countries can
be* easily traced to its source, which is here.
Of course, as you know in these experiments
sometimes they fore;et nature and go to extremes,
but that docs not last long. Nature is too
strong and pulls them back. When people are
taught to see things from one angle it is a
terrible job to get them to see from another.
The imr)ressionist tooc us back to nature, out
of doors, to the air and sunshine and light;
and nov; the form and design movement— it seems
to me the road is v;ell pre-oared to go ahead and
all that is necessary for art is faith.
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RECOMMENDS AN ARTISTS' STRIKE

"I wonder what v;ould be the result out there
if the artists would strike and not show for
two or three years. They v/ould not lose and
it might wake the people up. They would only
save the price of frames and bother. If only
some of the enthusiasm and Interest and intel-
ligence that is here could be transplanted
there. It would be a big helD, but that would
not come in a minute. But you are right—art
cannot die, even if the autos do run over it.

I feel a wonderful intelligence in art here,
now. It lacks many things (not always) such
as faith, nobility of subject, etc., but when
I walked through the Salon d'Automne I was as-
tonished to see how much fine v/ork there was.

"I am glad I worked after nature as much as I

did. I find I can stylize a bit now and keep
the life. I hope to keep on and get firmer
and more telling form and decorative design.

"

The last of these letters from Europe by Stackpole

to his friend and teacher was embodied in an article by

Harry Noyes Pratt, art critic of the San Francisco Chronicle

of June 17, 1923:

"Paris, May 15, 1923

"Dear Piazzoni:

"Today the vernissage cf the Salon des Tuileries
makes a great mark on the page of French art. I

feel without exaggerated enthusiasm that today
is one of the greatest days in art since the
Gothic or since the Italian Renaissance. The
Salon is an effort by a few leading progressive
artists to unite all the good modern art into
one small, well arranged exhibition _v;here it
can be seen.

"The big salons are too overloaded with offi-
cials, influence, friends, etc., which makes a
combination in which the new work can not be
seen at all, and this breaking away, starting
a nev; salon, is the remedy. This salon had to
come and there are many, or rather one great
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reason "behind It. It makes an absolute fact
that the Grand Style is back and the artist in
his vision was never so free as today. '

Of the Drogress made by Stackpole in the field of

painting, and of his particioation in the exhibitions of the

Pai'is Salons, we learn in the article by Mr. Pratt:

"The ordinary mortal is satisfied with expres-
sion along one line of endeavor. The true art-
ist, v;ho is seldom satisfied with anything, is
not content unless he can exoress himself in
various mediums, and preferably in more than one
of the arts. And so it may or may not come as
a surprise to those who kno'*; Ralph Stackpole
as a sculptor, to find him represented with a
canvas in the showing of the Independents of
Paris. So far as I am able to ascertain, Stack-
pole had not used oils prior to his stay in
France

.

"It is a new activity, a result of the associa-
tion with a younger group of artists who are
striving for strength and simplicity, together
with freedom from the bonds of artistic tradi-
tion.

"'Giovanna,' the canvas in question, has met
with the approval of the French critics. Its
utter simplicity and charm, with its splendid
vigor of line and color, seem to place our San
Francisco man in their estimation as one of
the best of the American grour). Wo claim Ralph
StackDOlc of course, for p.! "chough he is an Ore-
gonlan by birth—he had his education in our
institution under Fiazzoni."

As Stackoole ' s "Giovanna" was painted while in

Paris, it seems desirable to know in what manner it vjas re-

ceived by French critics. Robert Rey, an eminent critic of

Paris, in his reviev; of the Salon des Independents exhibit

for Art et Decoration of March 1923, wrote:

"It hanioens, it always happens that strangers
give us lessons in simplicity. It's the case
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of the American StackDOle, and Ms fine por-
trait of a little girl modeled in nuances.
It's a fresh work filled with a vision of ten-
ernes s. "

RETURN TO MffiRIGA— SACRAIIENTO WORK

Stackpole, v/ith three years of European art studies

and pleased with the knowledge he had gained in painting,

prepared to return to Anerica. Harry Noyes Pratt, in the San

Francisco Chronicle of August 12, 1923, tells of Stackpole's

return:

"Ralnh Stackpole has returned from his sojourn
of several years in Paris. He slipoed into San
Francisco very quietly, without blare of trum-
pet or welcoming delegation, and was hard at
work in his old studio m Montgomery Street be-
fore the art colony v;as really av;are of his re-
turn. He isn't wasting much time these days.
A sculptor who has turned painter as Stackpole
has, a sculotor who has tvv-o important commis-
sions on his hands besides the routine duties
of instructor at the California School of Fine
Arts—well, the devil isn't going to get much
of a look-in here,

"

Mr. Pratt, continuing on the sajne date, tells of

further activities of Stackpole in Paris:

"That is the interesting thing to me, Stack-
nole's rar»id rise as a r>a.inter. He had done
nothing In oils, you know, bef'^re he left San
Francisco; except, as he says, to fool around
a little with a thumb box. Yet in Paris he
has been working steadily in this medium and
making a very real place for himself as a paint-
er. Naturally enough, Stackpole turns to por-
traiture in his painting and has produced some
conspicuously good v;ork. Not that he confines
himself to TDortrait work. During his travels
in Europe he ma.de a multitude of water-color,
sketches, impressions of color and movement,
and these— fragmentary though they are—consti-
tute unmistakable evidence of the talent Stack-
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pole possesses. It is his intention to give a
showing of his work a little later on. It will
be an exhibition worth seeing.

TWO FOUNTAINS FOR SACRAIJEWTO

"I STDoke of two inoortant commissions he has on
hand. These are both for the city cf Sacramento,
and both, as it haooens, are fountains. One of
these has been hanging fire for a number of
years, the Florence A. Coleman bequest to the
city of Sacramento of $30,000 for a 'fountain
for birds and thirsty animals, ' in memory of
William P. Coleman. The fountain is to stand
when completed in the city's beautiful plaza
directly facing the City Hall. The other com-
mission is a fountain to stand in the William
Land Park— itself a memorial— as a memorial to
the late Charles Swanston. A fund of $10,000
has been set aside for this puroose. Stack-
pole's designs have not been comnleted for the
fountains and will not be for some weeks to
come. Sacramento may be sure, however, that in
these memorials she will have art of real worth."

A description of these fountains is embodied in an

article in the Sacramento Union of April 12, 1925:

"Ralph Stackoole is at work on two large monu-
ments for parks in Sacramento. And in between
times, he is painting in oil and water-color,
modeling in clay and cutting from stone, making
wood block prints, and pencil sketches and feed-
ing the studio cat with four kittens. Life is
full of these things for the artist who is not
occupying his time waiting for an inspiration.

THE COLEMAN FOUNTAIN

"Since horses no longer roam in city oarks, the
artist had to provide drinking places for dogs
and birds only.

"A hexagonal basin, some fifteen feet across,
with the water surface at the ground level,
provides for the dogs. From the center of this
basin rises the base of the raonuraont. On each
panel of this base is an animal head, bear,
mountain lion, coyote and so on— fror" each of
which water oours into a basin. From this rises
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a three-sided shaft with three female figures
draped In flowing garments and symbolical of
the Sacramento, Feather and American Rivers.
These figures suooort a bird fountain—a cir-
cular basin— from the center of which rises
luxuriant vegetation in conventional design.

"Stackrjole is at work on the plaster model
which will be put together in a few days in
his studio yard' in Montgomery Street. He had
to construct a special crane for the purpose
of putting together the various pieces of the
monuments.

THE SWANSTON FOUNTAIN

"The other monument, the James Swanston Memori-
al Fountain, will be placed in the new William
Land Park. Swanston was a pioneer cattle man.
His statue, v/hlch is being cut from sand stone,
shows the cattleman seated at eose on a rock
overlooking his vast acres. On the stone pan-
els for the base of the statue are cattle carved
in relief.

"

PACIFIC COAST PIONEER "DIRECT CUT"

Before proceeding v;ith other important works by

Stackpole it should be mentioned that among his technical

studies of sculpture while in France, he learned the "direct

cut" method. This technique he used in the execution of the

Sacramento fountains. To the layman this term may be vague,

and to clarify any misconception it should be explained by

the artist. In an article published in the San Francisco Art

Association Bulletin, Stackpole vrote:

"There arc a few places dotted over the globe
where sculpture has flourished. You can count
them on your fingers. In Asia Minor, the old
Hittites, and then the Assyrians did great work.
In Egypt and in Greece, around to India and
China and Java, then over to Mexico and up to
British Columbia, where the Columbian Indians
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make totem poles, masks, etc., and back to Af-
rica where Negro art grew as fine as any.

"Most of us have seen actual work or reDroduc-
tions of work from these great loeriods and plac-
es, and it doesn't take a great amount of in-
telligence to form some idea or standard of
what is best and highest in the sculptor's art.
In all these nlaces sculptors assisted the re-
ligions, recorded history and made utensils for
every-day use. With the advent of science most
of these things are made by machine, stamped
out in series, and the sculptor's art was
swamped and dragged down to a very low level.
Imitation of work already done, cooy and recopy,
and the whole art soon lost its vitality.

"In the last few years, following the fashion
to probe, investigate and examine, the case of
sculpture and her malady is solved. The cure
is, start with a block of stone or a slab of
wood and do it direct. There is all the evi-
dence in the v/orld that -the old boys' who
worked in the great periods, worked in that way.

Let anyone who thinks he knows anything of
sculpture try it. In a few hours he will know
much of the A. B. & G. c£ sculpture he possesses,
how much alphabet, how much language,

"If our society, with its high standards of
living, wants something said about it, some-
thing recorded in the noblest way man has ever
developed, several of our own sculptors could
do the task, and the language they have been
working on these ten or tv;elve years would
blossom out.

"It is no secret that the imitation goddesses,
G-reek, Italian Renaissance, French Renaissance,
for United States public buildings, have been
done by members of the National Sculpture Soci-
ety. They are modeled in clay, and turned over
to stone carvers to reproduce in stone, the
sculptors not knowing much about stone, and the
stone carvers not much about sculpture.

STACKPOLE VISUALIZES A CONTEST

"Sometime I should like to see this sort of
competition: Let one of the cut-direct boys
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here in the West challenge one of the big god-
dess-modeling boys of the East. Give them each
a block of stone and hammer and chisels; call
them to the center of the ring, whisoer some-
thing about low T^unches, and sa,y ' G-o to it.'
The man from the East would say before the
match was made: 'This is not my game, I'm not
trained. ' But— it is the game of sculpture.

"I am sure there are many out here itching for
such a contest, more than that, they are itch-
ing for some sensible building to decorate with
great reliefs telling about the people around
us, how they live and hope and die, and—a sen-
sible city plan where great monuments would ac-
cent stages in her growth."

StackDole's enlightened article was follov^ed by a

critic's estimation of the direct cut method. In the article

under the heading "A Sculptor Among Makers of Stone," Jehanne

Bletry Salinger in the Argus of April 1929, wrote:

"By all of the progressive artists, laymen, and
critics on the Pacific Coast, the name of Ralph
StackTDole has com.e to be associated with sculp-
ture in its most virile form, the cut direct
method—as distinguished from clay modeling and
cast v/ork and from machine cut 'statuary.'

"Stackoole himself did not have such firm con-
victions at the start of his career. But be-
cause of his simple, robust and unequivocal mind
and character, he recognized and accented cut
direct sculpture as a true artistic expression
when he first encountered it.

"

Stackoole's inclusion of the direct-cut method in

the Sacramento Plaza work, leads Mrs. Salinger to evaluate

that work:

"Massive and architectural in its design, the
fountain is not an 'obvious work of art,' cre-
ated to please popular taste. It does not shout
at one as though to say: 'Look at me, I am here
to prove that there are artists and art oatrons
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In California. ' But one comes upon it, tov/er-

ing among the luscious overh.'^.nging green of
many trees, a spectacle so thrlllingly simple
that it is an integral part of its setting.
One can no more imagine finding it elsov/here
than one can visualize the Plaza vrithout it.

"Three female figures hold a v/ide basin above
their heads. They have the build of women of
the soil. There is no sophistication in the
design of their limbs, their breasts or their
hips. They are elemental, as purely exorossive
of life, as is the water which flows so softly
over them. Throughout the hot summer after-
noons people sit dreaming on the benches of the
Plaza Par'K without, perhaps, ever regarding
Stackpole's fountain with any sort of art con-
sciousness.

"Stackpole never cuts into stone without a
definite knowledge of the place to be occupied
by the finished vrork, for he must first conceive
the appropriateness of vfhat he is to create. A
whole theory of art could be evolved from this
artisli's method of working, yet no sculptor of
his importance has fewer theories about art than
he. In fact he dislikes the very word 'art' and
is absolutely inarticulate when it is applied
to his ovm work.

"

Some two years of St-^ckpole's effort were spent in

the completion of the Sacramento fountain.

MI SCELLAI-IEOUS V/ORI^- -VER5ATILI 7Y- -MATI SSS

In returning to the chronological arrangement of

Stackpole' 3 career, something is learned of how he spent his

leisure while executing the Sacramento commission. Ada Hana-

fin, in her report to the Wasp, May 3, 1924 of the 47th an-

nual exhibit of the San Francisco Art Association, wrote:

"A versatile being and a sincere artist is

Ralph Stackpole. So good are his contributions
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that It is difficult to make a choice. Especi-
ally interesting is his panel cut in a stone
of a reclining seni-archaic figure, not too
rigid, v'hich evokes at once a sense of strength
and directness and latent grace, a bit of the
past fused in the spirit of the present. Strong
telling lines, so characteristically his, give
to his figures done in -oencil a life-like sense
of form and solidity. "

And the Waso of Decenber 20, 1924, of Stackpole's

industry and versatility continued;

"Whether Stackpole rjaints in oils, draws in t^en-
cil, sketches in pen and ink or models in clay,
one ouroose unfailing guides him— sincerity.
Although he handles each medium with equal skill
and facility, he is primarily and essentially a
sculptor.

"One noble quality dominates his work— strength,
but not the brute force one associates with
Putnam's sculotures, rather a force obviously
controlled—a strength tempered by refineraent
and grace. One discovers in his busts something
more than likeness of subject. He glinpses the
Inner-Man, and reveals his hidden strength
whether it be mental, ohysical, or spiritual.
One of his newest models is a bust of the noted
artist,, ' 'Arthur Mathews. Through a contempla-
tive mood he has reflected the force of the
man—his powerful mind, far-sightedness and
physical strength.

"In 'Reclining Nude,' one of his latest -oaint-
ings,-. simplicity of line and color have harmo-
niously united to suggest life through the form
of a woman in a moment of relaxation. His tell-
ing lines and subtle flesh tones, give to the
figurfe a substance and solidity that bespeak of
bone and muscle beneath the surface."

Stackoole's rise to orominence in art circles has

not alvrays been accompanied with calm sailing. The past two

articles from the Wasp have stressed Stackpole's sincerity.

Strengthened by the pioneer hardships encountered in his for-

mative years, it is doubtful if he could have expressed him-
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self otherwise. Through the exoression of what he believed

to be the truthful representation of a nude female, was pre-

cipitated a controversy in local art circles. Of this furore

the WasiD of May 9, 1925, said:

"There has been much ado over the recent exhi-
bition of three paintings of nude figures at
the Palace of the Legion of Honor. The Park
Commissioners ordered their removal, and the
San Francisco Art Association vigorously pro-
tested against this action, conteuiding that
the Association through its collection and
hanging committee of eminent artists aporoved
and authorized the installation and that they
should be allowed to exercise their own Judg-
ment in the matter; on the other hand the Park
Commissioners report certain objections on the
part of some visitors to the exhibit, and claim
authority to exclude the paintings. These v/orks
of art are by Ralph Stackpole, Arthur Durst en,
and Edward Hagedom. "

Grace Hubbai>d in the Wasp of December 19, 1925,

gave an interesting comparison of the work of pupil and teach-

er and spoke further of Stackpole' s versatility:

"In Stackpole, we find another type—almost the
antithesis of Piazzoni. His colors are often
harsh where Piazzoni 's are delicate— the power
of his canvases is forced on you, whether you
will or no.

"In h^s eYithuslasra he works in many media; one
day he may be found painting in oils, so in-
tensely absorbed that it is hard to believe he
could ^ver turn to anything else for exoression.
Again he revels in wet clay. He constructs a
portrait bust, a study of a fountain, or a fig-
ure to be cast in bronze, with the dexterity of
a man, brief, spontaneous and gay.

"It is amazing to watch him draw. In three, five,
or at the outside, ten minutes, the swift, sure
lines arrange themselves into a woman with mus-
cles and bones. The difficult foreshortening
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of the convincing anatomy Is achieved apparently
without effort.

"But the merit of Stackpole's work lies not in
his skill in portraying things photographically.
He vas born with thp.t knack, and to him—as to
all moderns, the r)ictorial fidelity is not par-
amount.

"In his self-Dortrait vfhich was awarded the gold
medal over all other contestants last Aoril in
the Spring Salon, held in the California' Palace
of the Legion of Honor, we find that he has for-
saken reality fearlessly to satisfy some inner
need. The portrait has an undeniable character
which he could not have gained in the academic
manner. He has oainted not only his face, but
himself, and whether one Is en rapoort with
this type of '-'ork or not, they v/ill be forced
to admit that it has unusual power.

"

Stackpolc spent his vacation, during the winter of

1926 in Mexico, While there he studied the work of Diego

Rivera and Orozco, the great fresco mural painters, and became

friends with them.

By his sincere nature, Strickpole also gained the

friendship of art lenders when in Europe. Those friendships

have lasted through the years. Henri Matisse, post-impres-

sionist, when passing through S^n Francisco en route to

Tahiti in April of 1926, visited with Stackpole. The high-

light of his visit was a studio dinner given in his honor by

Stackpole and attended by leaders of the local art colony.

WOLx^SOHN MEMORI.U. AND I"'EXICO

In the early part of 1927, Stackpole received a com-

mission for thfi Rachel Wolfsohn Memorial Fountain to be placed
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In the Girls' Club at 362 Capp Street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia. As much of Stackpole's work was nov; in heavy stone,

he found it necessary to move his top floor studio, at 716

Montgomery Street, to the firm ground of his stone yard Just

back of it. On the completion of the V/olfsohn Memorial the

San Francisco Examiner of January 27, 1929, said:

"Stackpole has turned out a most colorful and
gracious piece of work.

"Presented under the form of a two-panel bas-
relief standing in the middle of the basin,
this fountain shoves on one side, two girls
seated and arranging flowers. The genuine sim-
plicity of the composition and the true girl-
ish fashion in which the two maidens arc portrayed
make this piece an achievement in cut direct
which lacks neither grace nor refinement of de-
sign, contrary to what the opponent s of this
technique proclaim. The other side of the
stone is as graceful and finished and depicts
Rachel Wolf sohn, the founder of the club, greet-
ing a young woman with a small child. The spir-
it of so-called old fashioned good grace, which
is the predominant characteristic of this char-
itable organization, has been caught by the
sculptor without doing a publicity stunt in the
contemoorary style of over-laudation. Simple,
direct, as direct as the medium in which Stack-
pole works, this bas-relief fountain has been
finished in color, the artist using the tech-
nique of encaustic rainting to give more life
to the figures cut in stone. And the colors
have given charm to it. "

In 1926 news was received by the local art colony

from Santa Rosa, California, that Stacknole had married

Francine M. C. Mazen of Fairfax, California, a member of the

local art colony. The couple were attended at rhe ceremony

by Gottardo Piazzoni and Helen A. Salz and later spent a few

months in Mexico. While there Stackpole strengthened the

friendship with Diego Rivera begun in 1926.
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Stackpole, having observed a dearth of frescoes in

California, on his return to San Francisco, prevailed upon

William L. G-erstle, a former loresident of the San Francisco

Art Association, to commission Diego Rivera to execute murals

for the new California School of Fine Arts, located in San

Francisco. To have additional wor^; from the great Mexican

artist Stackpole influenced Timothy L. Pflueger, of the ar-

chitectural firm of Miller and Pflueger, to com.mission Rivera

to do murals for the San Francisco Stock Exchange. Both com-

missions were sent to Rivera, and 'while he was in San Fran-

cisco Rivera resided in Stackpole 's studio. This action of

Stackpole 's resulted In considerable local controversy, most of

this controversy centering about Rivera's political beliefs.

An idea of Stackpole 's friendship and loyalty to

the artistic greatness of Rivera, is found in his reply to

the Argus of January 1929, when Rivera's subject matter was

questioned. The editorial of the Argus is quoted first:

"Ralph Stackpole, the artist and sculptor, is

an outstanding figure in San Francisco's art
activities. He was one of the friends of the
Argus at the time of its inceotion, and has
remained one of its staunch supporters through-
out its existence. He was also among Californi-,
a's earliest admirers of Rivera and has been un-
tiring in his efforts to bring the Mexican art-
ist to San Francisco. In an open letter to the

Argus, Mr. Stackpole questions our 'anti-Rivera
activities.' As we value his opinion, both as
an artist and as an individual, we are glad to
renrint here his letter.

"
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1928:

The following is Stackpole's letter of December 14.

"What's the big idea and why the anti-Rivera
activities? Your first article, 'The Tragedy
of Rivera, ' could have been a mistake by a new
eidtor trying to make his magazine interesting
or sensational, but the five big reioroductions
on the front page of Rivera's 'Burial of the
V/orkman' v/ere so beautiful and universal that,
in many instances that I know of, the stupid-
ity of the article was quite forgotten and the
front page pinned upon the wall.

"The editorial in the last issue is more harm-
ful. It is an attack upon a man's oolltlcs,
which should be outside the scope of an art
magazine. Did not the Democrats before the e-
1 action denounce the Republicans as tyrants,
robber? and traitors? This is political stock
stuff to influence ignorant people and is not
taken seriously by any intelligent r)erson.

"So what has Rivera's politics to do with his
art?

"Rivera is, in my opinion, one cf the finest
artists of today. In several of the state build-
ings in T^exico City, and also in the Agricul-
tural College at Chapingo, are hundreds of yards
of his mural decorations. This work has been
going on for over six years. I was so impressed
with my first visit that I thought that if we
could only get real fresco decorations started
in San Francisco, it would add color and life
to the grayness of our buildings. I thought if
Rivera could only start it here, as he did
there, it might be like lighting a match to
something we may have in us, and that the thing
would develop and grow. That hope was perhaps
over-enthusiastic.

THS BAC3KAIvTTE BY J05RPH BERNARD

"A few years ago the artists of San Fr.^Jicisco
bought the Bacchante by Bernard, for exactly
the same reason. There was a big kick as usual;
the Old Guard threw up their hands and said they
did not understand. But the Bcacchante is here,
and is en.ioyed by a great many, especially of
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the younger generation. The decoration Ty Rivera
is not here yet and the Argus is not helping
hlra to come. In all probability, Ri.vera would
leave us something beautiful. If he does not
come, we shall have lost a sarar)le of a great
artist's work. Mexico City, in a poor country,
is already one of the richest in modern mural
decorations. We, in a rich country, have prac-
tically nothing.

"The Argus exTDresses some disquietude as to
Rivera's subject matter. It will probably be
this: On the north wall of the School he will
paint a beautiful Goddess symbolizing Califor-
nia, working in her garden, tenderly caring for
her young flowers; but she is pained and anxious
because blind footsteps have pressed some back
into earth.

"

To disoel any doubt of StackDole's victory, it

should be added that Rivera's works are now en both the walls

of the Art School and of the Stock Exchange.

SAN FRANCISCO STOCK EXCKAN^^E COMHSSION

Again it would be superfluous to detail the numer-

ous works and exhibits by StackiDole during the remainder of

1928 and 1929. Early in 1929 he was com.missioned to execute

several subjects for the San Francisco Stock Exchange. Most

of the oeriodicals and newspapers referred to the Stock Ex-

change commissions as Stackpole's surpassing achievement and

considerable space was devoted to them. Of the Sansome

Street entrance, Junius Cravens in the Argonaut of January 18,

1930, wrote:

"As one studies Sto.ckpole's fine decorative
sculpture group, 'Progress,' which overhangs
the east entrance to the office building, one
finds in it a symbol, whether employed conscious-
ly or not, of the aforesaid future. A huge nude
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male figure, in high relief, dominates the group,
his outstretched hands resting upon the arc of a
rainbow. Above the rainbow, to the right and
left, are stylized suggestions of rain and light-
ning, symbolizing water and electric power. Be-
neath ±t, and flanking the main figure, are two
smaller male figures in low relief which repre-
sent progressive labor. The group as a whole is
beautifully balanced in design, and Is executed
with mastery,

"Stackpole has also done three medallions in
low relief on the paraoet of the old wing of
the building. The one on the east front is the
most interesting of the three, though it is not
necessarily the best in design. It is a male
subject which suggests motive power. The two
medallions v/hich are on the north front are fe-
male subjects, and apoear to suggest commercial
develoioraent. "

Of the chef d'oeuvre of Stacltpole's Stock Exchange

commissions the Art Digest of August 1, 1931, reported:

"Ralph StackT50le, San Francisco sculctor, will
soon begin carving of the pair of 21 ft. statues
he has modelled for the pylon corners of the
Stock Exchange Building, which will stand on
6 ft. bases, thus bringing them to a height of
27 ft. from the sidewalk level. The models re-
cently shown to critics are as monumental in
conception as the finished work will be massive
in bulk, and have been ^raised for their strength
and modernity. One symbolizes 'Mother Earth,'
and represents 'The Spirit of Earth's Products,
with accompanying figures of contemplative and
instinctive Wisdom. ' The other is 'Kan and his
Inventions,' and represents 'The Genius of In-
vention, with figure symbolizing Physics and
Chemistry.

'

"The P.aterial used will be granite from Knowles,
California. Ap-oroximately 257 tons, the small-
est 30 tons. Each of the pieces will require a
flat car of the largest size for their trans-
portation; after some preliminary carving by
the sculptor and his assistants at the quarry,
the actual carving will begin after they are
placed In shaft form at the corners of the
building. Stackpole will chisel the groups from
plaster casts.

"
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Of Stackpole's contributions to the interior of the

Stock Exchange Lunch Club Room, the Architect and Engineer of

December 1931, wrote;

"Stackpole's oanels are on the walls flanking
the fresco, and represent 'Indoors' and 'Out,'

the former by a pair resting and enjoying the
radio, the latter a cowboy typifying the great
open spaces of the West.

"

At this point it seems desirable for future refer-

ence to throw light upon the time and patience necessary to

complete such monumental work. Sculpture is hard work, and.

to dispel any idea of its being a sinecure, the San Francisco

News of July 23, 1932 tells of the work involved:

"If you cherish conceptions of jauntily smocked
sculDtors, applying the chisel in cheery studios
when—and only when—the spirit moves them stroll

down to the corner of Pine and Sansome Streets
some morning at 6:30.

"Squint through the crude board structure on

either side of the Pine Street entrance, behind
which Ralph Stackpole is hewing out the two

massive granite monuments.

"You probably won't recognize the dean of San

Francisco's sculptors in the dusty denim-clad
figure, in mask and goggles, and topped by a hat
of doubtful vintage.

"There are no hair-tossing preliminaries before
Stackpole begins the day's wor:'..

"'Yo\i don't feel like getting temperamental when
you work on a scaffold 40 feet above ground,'
Stackpole commented.

"A rusty iron stove with stacks of kindling be-
side it testifies to the morning chill that pen-
etrates the chinks of the make-shift studio.

"Eight solid hours a day for nine months now,
the artist has been wresting forms out of the
unrelenting rock.
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"R. Bona, and M. V. Simich are Stackpole's help-
ers. Their task is 'pointing' out the -oropor-
tions v;ith ruler and com-oass and wielding the
pneumatic drills. Stackoole, agile and sure-
footed, leaps from clank to plank, directing,
chiseling, correcting, jealous of every detail,
yet never losing sight of the entirety.

"'There's only one v/ay of handling granite,' he
says,' and there's nothing sweet or pretty about
it. •

"

When San Francisco assisted in ushering out the old

year (1932), and welcoming the new (1933), the pylons of the

Stock Exchange were unveiled with appropriate ceremonies, and

a dance in the street, attended by artists and patrons for-

tunate enough to be invited.

COIT MEMORIAL FRESCOES— NE"/ DUTIES

Stackpole's efforts in bringing Rivera to San Fran-

cisco helped pave the way for many mural projects. Govern-

ment recognition of the artists in its C.vV. A. * plan developed

far-reaching results upon national and local art. Artists,

before the advent of the government's experiments, were con-

sidered a luxury, and wore dependent upon the patronage of

wealthy people. The government classified them as skilled

craftsmen and appropriated money for them to execute murals

for the education and enjoyment of the people at craftsmen's

wages.

The first C.W.A. art work project in San Francisco

was the decoration of the Coit Iiomorial Tower on Telegraph

Hill. "The American Scene" done in frescoes was the subject

Civic Works Adm.inistration
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chosen. Stackpole's contribution was "Majcr Industries cf

California," including the industries of oil, chemicals,

steel, sugar, and canning.

Stackpole, during the years of l?35-34-3c. main-

tained a continuous output of work. His lectures, teaching

and numerous exhibits went on in addition to the mural work

done 'cy r.Lz. in 5in Francisco.

Cf Stackroole's next rural ';^orx, the.S-an Francis :?o

Call-Bulletin of June 2C, 1336, said:

"Practically connlete, ready for unveiling, are
new frescoes at the 3-eorge Washington High
School, Thirty-second Avenue and Anza Street.

"Stacknole, faaed San Francisco sculptor, com-
pleted the fresco on the west wall of the li-
brary, interpreting contemporary education in
the American high schools."

Then follcTred Stackpole's vrcrk on ~he Anne Brerer

Memorial in the librarv cf the California School of Fine Arts.

His 3ub.jc,-cts vrere for fr; lunettes entitled "Sculpture and

Architecture.

"

The San Francisco Call-Bulletin of Sectenber 19,

1936 published this article cf another hcncr and du^y of

Stackpole' s:

•'pjalph Stackpole, able San Francisco sculptor,
today has joined the staff of instructors at
Mills College, teaching sculnture.

"Stackpole has been instr.:ctcr in sculpture at
the California School of Fine Arts and helped
to develoo many of the yoijuig sculptors in the
Bay Region.

"
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Stackpole as a teacher has had singular success

v/ith his pupils. Many have worked in his yard at 27 Hotaling

Place, and helped carry out his varied commissions. In this

manner he revives the old apprentice system.

LATEST COMI'nSSION— CONCLUSION

Stackpole 's most recent commission is one from the

government. It is for a stone relief of John Wesley Pov;ell,

to be placed in the auditorium of the New Deoartment of In-

terior Building at Washington, D.C.. Powell explored the

Colorado River, and according to his biogranhers, laid the

foundation for the great work that has since been performed

by the Department of Interior. This latest commission is a

far cry from the- ambition of the courageous boy vho in 1901,

entered the Hockins Institute of Art to emulate Homer Daven-

port, the newspaTDer cartoonist.

Stackpole 's course through the years has not been

without its trials and its hardship. Experience taught him

that labor is one of the finest factors in the development

of man. That conception he emblazoned on the gateway to the

Varied Industries Building of the Panama-Pacific Interna-

tional Exrjosition. Though in a different form, the same

theme appears in his "Man and Kls Inventions" at the Stock

Exchange Building.

In his modernistic San Francisco hilltop home he

looks out upon his cherished city, and dream.s of beautify-
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Ing her with monumental sculpture. He is well aware of the

changes going on in the city below, and in the world; changes

he sensed in the early '20' s, of that restlessness which was

disturbing the world of art. Stackpole's vision and discern-

ment place him in the vanguard of progressive movements.
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PORTRAIT BUSTS AND HEADS:

Rosalie Heynemann (Marble)
Lloyd. Heynemann (Bronze)
Nellie Barrett (Bronze)
Slgnora G-arblni (Marble)
Bacchante (Marble)
Leon Sloss, Jr. (Bronze)
Margaret Sloss (Bronze)
David (Plaster)
Professor Hllgard,

University of California (Bronze)
Gottardo Plazzonl (Plaster)
Professor Charles F. Holder,

University of California (Bronze)
Xavier Martinez (Plaster)
William Green Harrison (Plaster)
Leopold Godowsky (Plaster)
Mrs. Arthur Frank (Plaster)
Arthur Mathews (Stone)
Hudson Poole (Green Bronze)
George Sterling (Stone)
Head (Black Granite)

February
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MAUSOLEUIvIS:

Baumgartner, "Angel" (Marble) July 1911
Daniel Murphy, "Madonna and Angels"

(Marble) June 1921

BUILDING SCULPTURE:

San Francisco, California
Masonic Temple "Figures" (Stone) February 1912
Panama-Pacific International Exposition 1915

Gate of Varied Industries Building:
Figures of Tympanum
Man With Pick
Laborers

Rotunda Fine Arts Building:
Worship

Educational Building:
Thought

Girls' Club Memorial Fountain (Marble) January 1929
Stock Exchange Building, 1929-33

Pine Street Pylons:
Mother Earth
Man and His Inventions

Sansome Street Entrance:
Progress

Lunch Club Room, carved mantle,
"Indoors" and "Out"

Oakland, California
Temple Sinai, Abraham Jonas (Bronze Bas-Rellef)

October 1920

Los Gatos, California
Patio of Home, Colonel C.E.S. Wood (Stone)

(In conjunction with Ray Boynton) August 1927

Sacramento, California
Sacramento Bee Radio Station (Sculptural Relief)

(Stone) 1936

Washington, D. C.

*New Department of Interior Building
John Wesley Powell (Stone Relief) 1937

In the process of completion
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PUBLIC FOUNTAINS:

MURALS:

Sacramento, California
William P. Coleman (Stone) 1924

In the City Hall Plaza.
Charles Swanston, 1925

In the William Land Park

San Francisco, California
Coit Memorial Tower

"California's Major Industries" 1933
George Washington High School

"Contemriorary Education" 1936
California School of Fine Arts 1936
Anne Bremer l^emorial Library,

Two Lunettes "Sculpture and Architecture"

OIL PAINTINGS:
Giovanna
Reclining Nude
Self Portrait
Green Eye Shade, The
Hudson Poole
Adrian

DRAWINGS:
Mexican Mother and Child
Head of Child

April
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Oakland, California
Doctor W. S. Porter Collection

Kneeling Figure (Bronze) 1918
(Purchased in 1919)

Pasadena, California
Colonel Poole Collection
Portrait Bust Hudson Poole (Green Bronze) 1926
Portrait " " " (Oil) 1928

New York City
Governor Lehmann Collection
Portrait Bust Edith Altchal 1911

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Governor Marland Collection

Reclining Nude (Oil) 1924

PERMANENT COLLECTIONS:

San Francisco, California
San Frsmcisco City Hall
Portrait Bust Judge Seawell (Bronze) 1919

San Francisco Museum of Art^ 1925-35
Portrait (Oil)
Horses and Trees (Pencil)
Nude (Drawing) E. Walter Collection
Nude Standing (Drawing) E. Walter Collection
Two Figures (Ink Drawing) A. Bender Collection
Portrait (Charcoal) A, Bender Collection
Untitled (Water Color) A. Bender Collection
Nude (Drawing) Bender Collection

Berkeley, California
University of California, Hall of Agriculture
Portrait Bust Professor Hilgard (Bronze) 1912

Palo Alto, California
Stanford University
Portrait Bust Professor Flugel (Bronze) 1919

Los Angeles, California
University of Southern California,
Department of Science
Portrait Bust of Professor C. F. Holder 1912

(Bronze)
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EXHIBITIONS:

San Francisco, California
San Francisco Art Association Spring Exhibit, 1906

Puma (Sculpture)
Man and Horse (Sculoture)

Studio Building
Two Portraits (Plaster)

Studio Building
Two Portraits (Plaster)

California Conservatory
Signora Garbini (Marble Bust)
Bacchante (Marble Head)

Vickery, Atkins and Torrey
Head, Leon Sloss, Jr. (Bronze)

The Sketch Club
Relief of Ernest Esberg (Bronze)
Bust of John Fleming Wilson (Plaster)

December 1908

May 1909

November 1909

January 1910

November 1910

September '1912

October 1914

November 1914

1915

Vickery, Atkins and Torrey
Head (Bronze)

Hill Tolerton Galleries
(California Society of Etchers)
Adele in IVhite Shawl (Etching)
Adele (Etching)
Piazzoni (Etching)
Study Number Two (Etching)

San Francisco Press Club
(For Belgium Relief)

Head (Bronze)
Panama-Pacific International Exposition

Head, Leon Sloss, Jr. (Bronze)
Mrs. Max Sloss, Jr. and Three Children (Bronze)
Bust, C. F, Holder (Bronze)
Fleishhacker Children Group (Marble)

Golden Gate Park Museum, 2nd Exhibit 1916
Romy (Marble Sculpture)

San Francisco Art Association Catalogue
June-September 1916

Mrs. A. (Portrait Statuette) (Bronze)
Nymph (Marble)
Bust (Plaster)

San Francisco Art Association Annual,
November-December 1916

Crayon Drawings 1- 2- 3- 4- 5
Romy (Marble)
Texas (Unfinished) (Marble)
Portrait Sketch (Plaster)
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San Francisco Art Association, Jury Free
November- February 1918

Worship (Bronze)
Bust, Doctor Flugel (Bronze)

Hill Tolerton Galleries March 1918
Mortimer and Slinore Fleishhacker (Marble)
Kneeling Figure (Bronze)
Drawings (Pencil)

San Francisco Art Association Annual March-May 1918
Bust of Charles A. Warren (Plaster)
Margaret (Marble)
Figure for a Fountain (Plaster)
Crayon Dra^vings 1- 2- 3

Hill Tolerton Print Rooms August 1918
Etchings

Museum Loan Exchange, San Francisco Art Association
January 1919

Portrait G-rouo - Two Children (Bronze)
Hill Tolerton Print Rooms February 1919

Black and White, Sanguine (Crayon Studies)
San Francisco Art Association March-May 1919

Bust, Leopold Godowsky (Marble)
Reclining Woman (Marble)

St, Francis Hotel
Benefit of Jack London Memorial At Glenn Ellen 1920
Plaster Bust

McCann Company February 1920
Nymph (ilarble)
Groiap of Studies

San Francisco Art Association, Third Jury Free
May-June 1921

Portrait, S. Schehatovlch (Plaster)
Portrait, Johnnie Ortega (Plaster)

City of Paris Gallery February 1924
Giovanna (Oil)

Bohemian Club, San Francisco Institute of Architecture
April 1924

Relief over Mantel (Stone)
San Francisco Art Association, Forty Seventh Annual 1924

Panel in Stone
Pencil Drawings
Nude (Oil)

California Palace of the Legion of Honor May 1925
Nude (Drawing)

San Francisco Art Association, Forty Ninth Annual 1926
Relief in Stone

Beaux Arts Gallery (First one-man show) 1926
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Beaux Arts Gallery 1928
Mexican Mother and Child (Drawing)
Head of Child (Drawing)

Modern Gallery March 1928
Nude (Drawing)

San Francisco Art Association, Spring Exhibit 1928
Three Drawings

San Fra.ncisco Art Association Annual April-May 1929
Portrait of Mrs. B. (Oil)
Woman with Liostick (Oil)
Three Crayon Drawings

San Francisco Art Association Annual April-May 1930
Held at the California Palace of the Legion

of Honor
Head of George Sterling (Stone) Won medal

and prize for sculpture.
Relief in Black Granite
Drawings 1- 2- 3

Beaux Arts Gallery June 1930
Water Colors

San Francisco Art Association Annual April-May 1931
Seat for Garden (Granite Sculpture)
Drawings 1- 2- 3

California Palace of the Legion of Honor July 1931
Woman with Lipstick (Oil)

California Palace of the Legion of Honor ,

(International Sculptors) August 1932
Boxes (Drawing)
Woman with Liostlck (Oil)

Progressive Artists First Annual January 1933
Head (Oil)

Art Center May 1933
Portrait of Woman (Oil)

Adams-Danysh (Second one-man show) January 1934
Charcoal Sketches

Progressive Artists Second Annual October 1934
Pencil Drawings

San Francisco Art Association September 1935
Graphic Arts "Heads" (Drawing)

San Francisco Museum of Art July 1936
Head (Granite Sculpture)

Berkeley, California
Hotel Claremont Gallery, Group of Nine Artists 1926

Adrian (Oil)

Los Angeles, California
Liberty Art Exhibit 1918

Kneeling Woman (Bronze)
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AWARDS:

Burlingame, California
Studio Shop June 1931

San Diego, California
California-Pacific International Exposition 1935

G-lrl in Pajamas (Stone Sculpture)

New York City
Whitney Warren Architectural Exhibit, May-June 1911

Head of David (Plaster)
Museum of Modern Art—Art of 16 Cities 1933
Portrait Bust George Sterling (Stone)

Salt Lake City, Utah
The Art Barn July 1935

Etchings

Paris, France
Salon des Artists Francais 1907

Statuette of Young Deer (Plaster)
First Salon des Tuileries 1921
Portrait Bust Mrs. Arthur Frank (Marble)
Crayon Drawings

Salon des Independents 1923
Giovanna (Oil)

Whitney Warren Architectural Exhibit, New York 1911
First Prize, $100, for "Head of David" (plaster)

Panama-Pacific International Exposition 1915
Honorable Mention for "Group of Sloss Children

(Bronze)

Liberty Art Exhibition, Los Angeles. 1918
First Prize, $150, for "Kneeling Woman" (Bronze)

San Francisco Art Association Annual Exhibition 1918
Gold Medal for "Crouching Figure" (Plaster)

San Francisco Art Association Annual Exhibition 1920
Gold Medal for "Nymph" (Marble)

California Palace of the Legion of Honor, San- 1925
Gold Medal for Self Portrait (Oil) '

" Erancisco

Hotel Claremont Gallery, Berkeley, California 1925
Group of Nine Artists Exhibit
First Prize, ."^SO, for "Adrian" (Oil)
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CLUBS:

San Francisco Art Association Annual Exhibition, 1930
First Prize, $300, for Bust of George Sterling

(Stone)

San Francisco Art Association Annual E>±ibition, 1935
Graphic Arts Section
First Prize, .^50, for Head (Crayon Drawing)

Member:
San Francisco Art Association 1909
Jury of Awards, San Francisco Art Association

1919-31
The Sketch Club 1910
California Society of Etchers 1913
The Art Center 1928
Family Club 1929
Artists and Writers Union 1934
Sculpture Committee San Francisco Museum

of Art 1935

INSTRUCTOR:

California School of Fine Arts
Mills College, Oakland, California

1917
1936
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JOSEPH JACIIJTO MORA

"Jo" Mora, sculptor, author and painter, is one of

California's adopted sons often referred to as the "vei*satile

Westerner." Certainly Mora's work indicates a free and in-

domitable spirit. His vigor, attack, and abundant resource-

fulness have come from life-long training and from his in-

grained habit of studcring everything within reach. It was not

the artist's intention to achieve variety, but, as a result

of his fundamental le.ve of life, Mora acquired what is now a

notable versatility in art.

&EI'JEALO&Y

Born in Montevido, Uruguay, South America, October

22, 1576, of a Spanish father and a French mother, Mora in-

herited the fire and intensity of the Spaniard combined with

the subtle mind and sophistication of the Frenchman.

Of the family's history and migration to the Unit-

ed States, Mora told his friend, Robert Welles Ritchie, in

1925:

". . . . I was born in Montevideo, Uruguay. . . .Jly

father was a Spaniard—Domingo Mora—who had
met his bride, a French woman, in South Ameri-
ca after he went there to find some freedom
from the rigid European forms governing his
craft. For he v/as a sculptor, a mighty good
one.

"When Luis, my brother, and I were bom, my
father saw that there could be no career for
his sons in a country v/here, forty years ago,
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revolutions instead of elections were the ac-
customed practice. So he moved his family to
New York.

"I was very much of a youngster v;hen we set-
tled in what is now called down-town Hew York.
I had to go to public school with my Spanish
accent and Spanish ways. I remember very well
my first day at school when the teacher asked
me how to pronounce ray name. Since childhood
I had been called Jacinto (Hacinto would be
the Spanish pronounciation) . When I gave that
'Hacinto ' all the Irish kids gave a v/hoop
v/hich meant for me a lot of fights after
school hours. So I determined right then and
there to forget that Hacinto and become Jo

—

just plain Jo. "
*

Domingo Mora and his wife, Lura G-aillard Mora, set-

tled dov/n in llev/ York City where the sculptor established a

studio. One-time curator of the Museo Nacional de Bellas

Artes of Iv!ontevideo, and creator of man;.'" famous sculptures,

including "Victima de la Guerra Civil," he was soon started

on his v;ay to fame in Araerica.

His v/ife was his constant companion throughout his

entire life time, and there is no question but that great

credit reflects upon her for the influence she exerted over

three artists: Domingo Mora, her husband, and Luis and Jo,

her two sons.

*In all cases in this monograph where asteriks(*) appear, it
denotes excerpts from this article, "JOSSPK JACINTO (JO) MORA
—A Sculptor Who Found Himself," by Robert Welles Ritchie, in
the sports magazine, G-ame and Gossip, house organ for the Del
Monte Hotel, Del Monte, California. The clipping is undated
but probably appeared sometime during 1925

•
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EARLY Y5ARS

Aside from tlie prublonm of adjustraent caused by

his unfamiliar Spp.nish name and accent, Jo Hora's childJiood

was perfectly happy. His home life was rich in opportunity

for self-expression and artictic development. Spending much

of their time in their father's workshop, Jo and his brother

v;ere given lumps of clay and allovyed to run the gamut of

childish imagination. Treating his sons with the sarae con-

sideration he v;ould have given any adult, Domingo llora

talked to them of his own sculptui^al problems and gave them

sympathetic criticisms on their youthful efforts at dra\7ing,

writing and modeling.

Luis early turned his energies toward painting, a

decision amply justified by his present reputation in that

field, but Jo was slower in making up his mind. A keen

sense of humor and a broad ima.gination led young Jo to ex-

periment in writiiig and cartooning before he attempted any-

thing in the way of painting or sculpture. Nevertheless,

the latent talent for sculpture was there and, once uncov-

ered, opened up the field in which Mora was to become inter-

net.j.anally famous.

An excerpt from the article by vVinsor Josselyn in

California Arts and Architecture, February 1931 j is reveal-

ing not only of Jo's artistic bent but also of his early

love for the V/est which was to become his home:





"....Mot yet in their 'teens, the boys did a
book oi" dramatic v.'ostorn romance, as laborious-
ly and lovingly hand-done as by medieval monks,
Luis doing the colored illustrations and Jo,
tv/o years junior, the scri^^t that be.^an in cop-
per-place nicety and developed into wild scrib-
ble as the plot gripped. him. ...

"

To-tJia-iv;©-- -young artrists-, the book must, 'have ^bee^^a^great-~

suc^^ss.

ART SCHOOL AIJD FIRST JOBS

_ Luis had- already decided that, "pain-ting- was- his

metier. Jo, on thi; .other hand, probably because his fa^ther-

desired him to become a. -Bculptor," preferred his -wri_tlns"~and^,

. akatrchin^ - altIiough_h.& was adept at modeling. His studies at

the Art Students' League and Chase 's Schoolj New Tork^and

the CowLes -Art School, Boston, under J. C. Beckwith, Wm. M.

Chase, and J. De Camp, were,- consequently, concentrated j^ore.

on line tlaan on form.

Leaving art school in 1S97^ he soon found jabff on ^

Boston papers as a sketch artist. Of his first job, Jo lat-

er said:

"That Traveler job was a purely fill-in thing
during one of the regular staff's vacations.
When he came back I went to the Herald to do
general assignments and sport pictures. One
of my assignments was to do pictures of nota-
bles in the bowling teams. I began to run pic-
tures of strange animals on the bowling alleys
--porcupines and rhinoceroses and bears making
'strikes' and 'spares.' The idea made a hit.
When Augustin Daly asked me to make him a rep-
lica of a picture I had drawn of all ray animal
bowlers at the v;ind-up banquet which closed
the bowling season, I thought I was a knock- '-

out. Sure] I thouglit there v/asn 't a cleverer
comic animal artist anywhere," *
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He left newspaper illustrating work in 1900 to ac-

cept a position with Dana, Esoes and Company, book publish-

ers, who planned a series of illustrated animal books. For

them. Mora wrote and illustrated "The Animals of Aesop, "

I9OI; and "Hurdy G-urdy,'' 1902. He also illustrated the Ani-

mal Football Calendar, I903, for R. H. Russell, New York..

In 1907, after ho had settled down in San Jose,

California, his animals took on Western trappings and locale

In a weekly syndicated cartoon strip for the Boston Sunday

Herald, called "Animaldom." Winsor Josselyn in California

Arts and Architecture of February 1931, said of this comic

strip:

"....a broad whimsicality appealing to all
ranges of readers. You couldn't look at a page
of masked raccoons holding \jp a stagecoach full
of frightened rabbits and moles, while the arch-
crook fox leered on from the background, with-
out wanting see more.

"

THE WEST— HOPI TRIBAL LIFS

All during this period of illustrating, Mora v/anted

to see the Wild West, and his meeting with Buffalo Bill in

Boston, who "seemed a sort of God of Freedom" to Jo--an "in-

carnation of the life of the wild beyond crowded cities and

suburban trains"—added the final incentive. He left his

Boston home in I903 and came to San Jose, California.

He was not alone in his enthusiasm for the West,

and he remembered a friend, "Honey" Williams, back in Massa-

chusetts, who was as eager as Jo to learn all about the In-

dians, the desert, and the mountains of the West. He
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persuaded his friend to join him in California, and together,

in a spring wagon, rigged out ;vith a water tank, and a span

of mules, they started out to see the West. They went first

through Baja California, delighting in the historical and

spiritual atmosphere of the Spanish missions, and wound up

at Sonoma almost a year later. Then they started across the

Mojave Desert to New Mexico and arrived at Oraibi during the

Hopi snake dance. Mora says:

"I was completely fascinated by the color of
the country, by the symbolism of the Indian
snake f.estival, the primitive quality of the
Hopls* lives. I said to 'Honey' Williams,
'Here's the end of the trail for me. I stick
right here. ' And I did—for tloree years.

"I lived there as one of them, learned their
language , worked v/ith them in the pumpkin
fields, hunted v^lth their young men. When
they thought they }aiew me well enough, v/hich
v/as not soon, they made me a member of the
tribe." *

This ritual of initiation into the Hopi tribe at

Tewa, First Mesa, was one seldom accorded a v/hite man. Mora

says of this ceremony:

"Oh, not as some movie queen or visiting offi-
cial is made a "^ueiiber'—that is a joke with
the' Indians. No; I went dovm naked into an
uhderground kiva at the time of the initiation
of the young boys of the tribe into the relig-
ious mysteries and, like them, I was scourged
ViTith the sacred yucca whips—one of the most
hair-raising ceremonies imaginable, what with
the full display of Katchina masks and body
painting. "

*

He not only became a member of the Hopi tribe, but

also was friendly with the Navajo Indians who honored him

by giving him the name of Nalghe , "The Hunter." Mora's art.
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during this period, Vifas not neglected. Winsor Josselyn, in

the California Arts and Architecture of February 1931,

writes:

"Always the saddle-bag equipment of drawing ink,
pads, a pencil, watercolors and brushes; among
the results was a finely done collection of
Katchinas, or Pueblo Indian supernatural masked
deities, in color, and today these form perhaps
the most complete existing collection. The
people of the Southwest, both red and white,
with their architecture, customs, animals,
means of getting necessities of life—all were
grist to the Mora mill.

"

At this point should be noted a conflicting ver-

sion of the years after his first jobs on the Boston Travel-

er and the Herald. V^insor Josselyn, in the California Arts

and Architecture of February I93I5 says:

"....that old nursery protest of his, 'I v/ant
to be an Indian.' ' when he had rebelled against
starched clothes, finally had its effect and
he broke eastern bonds (nev/spaper v/ork) and
went west. Through Texas and old Ilexico he
roamed, careless as to direction or intention,
going by train for the big jumps and then by
horse, taking on the life of the country v/ith
the cowman and the Indian, living as they
lived and making detailed notes in v/ord and
line of all he saw and did. This was in the
late nineties, and the land was still new.
Strong food for a hungry mind, and the mind
demanded more. Ko pullman window trip, but a
cruiser's trip. Jo Mora didn't 'go V/estern

'

—he was Western.

"

Then, according to Josselyn, Mora returned to the

East where he worked for Dana, Estes and Company, returning

in 1903 to California for his trip with 'Honey' V/illiams,

previously mentioned. ITo mention is made of the 1^9^ trip

in Who's Who in America of I906-I907, when he was living v/ith
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the Hopi Indians, nor in tlie same publication of 1908-1909,

which says he is traveling in the West and illustrating "An-

inaldom, " a v/eekly syndicated cartoon strip, nor in his sto-

ry as related to Robert Welles Ritchie. But some credence

must be given to Winsoi" Josselyn's story, for, in the Febru-

ary, 1931 issue of the California Arts and Architecture,

Arthur L. Bolton quotes "Jo i!ora Speaking":

"It was in the fall of '9^+ when I left old San
Antonio and struck across the border. A gun
and an ambition ' to ride the range constituted
my equipment, in addition to a mustang and a
command of Castilian acquired from my father.
I was free, young, adventure was everywhere,
and the lurking dangers of Mexico v/ere a lure,
though I actually knew that behind every mes-
quite was a Rurale, and behind every Rurale,
Porfirio Diaz.

"In the Indian villages I would often squat
beside an old squaw and watch her fashion
grotesque figures in clay and much to her de-
light the same clay in my hands would turn to
Indians, cowboys, horses. On one of his ram-
bles, Frederick Rem.ington stumbled onto some
of these rough studies. He was going over the
cattle country, looking for color and took the
trouble to look me up. I shov/ed him a number
of models that I had at the ranch. 'Son, • he
said, 'you're doing fine. Just stay v/ith it. '

After he left, I started in real earnest. I
took possession of a deserted shack back of
the ranch house, and after dispossessing the
tarantulas and scorpions, I worked at my clay
whenever fortunate enough to have a day or so
at headquarters. Cov^boys gaped and joked and
handed out cryptic bits of valuable criticism.
Indians looked on and grunted approval or dis-
approval, while model after m.odel was destroyed
because it did not please me or some of my nu-
merous critics."

With the exception of this conflicting story that

Mora had come West first in 1S9^, all of Mora's biographers

agree.
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SCULPTUP.E BEGINS

In 1907, after living v/ith tlio Indians I'or -tloi^ee

years, Mora, sensing that this constituted a blind alley as

regarded his art, felt creatively sterile* He says of this

period:

"After three years I wolce up. I knew I was
slipping. The life had me. Either I must
break av/ay and nake sonething of myself or I
would be—an Indian for the rest of r.y days.

"So I suddenly pulled stakes, I went back to
San Jose in California. I married a girl v/hose
picture had been in my heart for several years.
And there I was, at thirty, suddenly awakened
to the fact that I ha.d not even got a start in
life." *

His v/ife, whom he married on January 6, 1907, was

Grace Alma Needham. Of this union, two children v/ere born,

Joseph IJeedham and Grace Patricia.

"Then," continues Jo Mora, "came my father and
mother out from the East to live with me on my
ranch in the Santa Clara Valley. Lly father's
reputation as a sculptor was established; my
small reputation as a delineator of funny ani-
mals v/as almost forgotten. Dad asked me to
v/hack in v;ith him in the contracts he had;
everything viould be signed, 'D. and J. J.Mora '

on this and that frieze; this decoration for
the front of a nevi club building, that mantel
for a rich nan's office." *

And so he was finally drawn into his niche. The

Morau ' work was sought after; the father's death in 1911 left

a number of commissions on Jo's hands v/hich he finished and

necessarily had to sign "Jo J.Iora. "





Fron 1911 to 3913 v/ere busy years, and V/insor

Josselyn in the California Aros and Architecture of February

1931; gives a vivid description of Jo Mora's output:

"The Classic, the Byzantine, the Ronanesque,
the Renaissance— the /'estern Indian, the cow-
boy, the pioneer, the Spanish mission. Marble,
bronze, wood terra cotta. V/hen a conriission
came along that he couldii't take on whole-
heartedly, he said so; there was plenty else
to do.

"Naturally he developed many vfestern subjects
because they lay close to his thoughts, and
one of his most noteworthy early pieces \fas a
mantel for the 'Borax Smith' office in Oakland,
with bison heads as consoles and the lintel, a
bas-relief of the twenty-mule team, which had
been so dominant in Smith's life.

"The next large v/ork was for the Native Sons
Building in San Francisco, its exterior histo-
rical panels, portrait medallions, and bear
heads in terra cotta, showing that an artist
need not be born in the G-olden State to share
of its inspiration. The late Senator Phelan
was active in the Native Sons at the time, and
association v/ith Moi^a led not only to the Sen-
ator's securing a garden fountain of bronze
nymphs for Montalvo, his country home, but to
his sponsoring Mora for membership in the Bo-
hemian Club, as well."

SAN FRANCISCO

In 1913} Jc> Mora moved his studio to San Francisco

since most of his large commissions necessitated his working

in the Bay region. Here Julia Morgan, architect, asked for

his co-operation on interior decorations for the Los Angeles

Examiner building which she was designing. His work, which

adorns the lobby, was done in the Spanish Renaissance manner.
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Tlie same year lie exhibited many of his Indian and

cowboy works, for waich he is now famous. Of this exhibit

in the galleries of Vickery, Atkins and Torrey, Porter Garnett

in the San Francisco Call of February 16, 1913} writes:

"....It consists of 11 pieces of sculpture
which possess, apart from the merit of the
workmanship, qualities of freshness and vigor
that are most refreshing. The subjects, with
two exceptions, are of vanishing phases of
American life— cowboy and the Indian. Although
others besides Mora have made records in sculp-
ture of these passing phases, his work has an
interest of its own. It has the interest of
sincerity and enthusiasm. It has the interest
of intimacy and unquestionable kno'.^ledge. Mora
has spent several years en tlie ranges and among
the Hopi and Navajo Indians. He has been a
part of the life and he knows it thoroughly-
This knowledge is reflected in his work.

"The question of the suitability of cowboys on
bucking horses as subjects for culture will
immediately arise in the minds of some persons.
To these it may be said that here in the West
we are too close—in association, if not in
fact—to such subjects to viev/ them romantical-
ly. 'Ve are more likely to judge them in terms
of realism, rather than in terms of romance;
to regard the artisanship rather than the art.
But these vivid impressions of movement and
action are full of romance. They express life
draraaticallj'" and they express it with art.
Precision of technique is, in some cases, car-
ried too far, and one sees the passion of art
threatened with the chill of virtuosity; but
underneath this precision is emotion and es-
sential beauty. One gets a sense of life from
these works and it is only to be regretted
that the coloring of the casts has a tendency
to rob them of some of their life. As composi-
tions, they express life in action, but the
life of the surfaces is obscured by the color
and will emerge again only in the bronze.

"When the artist's subtle modeling is consid-
ered, it becomes apparent how much better his
work will appear when it is cast in metal. The





quality of liis surfaces—his technical fraedom
and feeling— is ahovm in the figure of an In-
dian dancei" (The Wolf), colored differently
from the others.

"'The Erfibroiderer ' is in some ways the best
piece shewn. The back of the figure is a fine
piece of expression modeling, and the hand as
it feels for the needle is suggestively ren-
dered in a masterly fashion. The face of the
boy (The Bronco Tv/ister) shows what Mora can
do whan he chooses to depart from his charac-
teristic line of endeavor. The figure of the
old Indian in the group called 'The Hairdress-
er' is another evidence of a fine intelligence
guiding the artist's hand."

The San Francisco C-U'onicle of February 16, 1913?

reviews this same exhibit and goes into more details on 'The

Hairdresser ':

"....eleven small figures representing some
extremely interesting types of Indian tribal
life through the regions of Arizona and Mexico.
Mora excels in this line. .. .These statuettes
are finished in a bronze coloring, very attrac^
tive and filled v/ith life and motion. One is
of special interest with its significance
v/ith old Indian tradition. It is called 'Foo
Po Le E Nah • (The Hairdresser). The Indian
maid's hair is done as a bud, the mai'-ried wom.an
v/ears hers as a blossom and the old woman s

hair represents a seed. 'Toh' (Water) is a
masterful piece of work, showing an Indian on
horseback, poised on the edge of a steep prec-
ipice. "

While the Chronicle thought "the bronze coloring

very attractive and filled with life and motion," Porter

G-arnett, in the Gall, "regretted that the coloring of the

casts has a tendency to rob them of some of their life" so

much, that in the February 23rd issue of 1913 > -"-^ continued;

"I had occasion to say last week that the
pieces of sculpture by J. J. Mora, now on ex-
hibition at the galleries of Vickery, Atkins





and Torrey, wore somewhat handicapped by the
quality- of the colcr liihat the artist had applied
to hi a cast^. \Vhsn 1 first sa\; them they had
not been placed irt the gallery. Since they have
been inL'tailed, however, it becor.es necessary to
say they are still furx-har handicapped by their
setting. 'Ihe iKpression one gets upon entering
the room is so prejudiced that it cannot but ef-
fect the visitor's interest in the work dis-
played.

"Mora's compositions are for the most part ex-
pressive of action, and the room containing
them is a place of turbulence from v/hich one 's

first impulse is to flee screaming. The draper-
ies on the pedestals are of a color that height-
ens the unfavorable impression, to v/hich every
circumstance of arrangement and tone contrib-
utes.

"The visitor should take these things into con-
sideration, and close his eyes to everything but
the spirit that is expressed in Mora's work
through his art and his interesting handling of
action and detail."

In this same year, 1913 j Mora was represented at

an exhibition of the San Francisco Architectural Club, the

annual spring exhibition at the San Francisco Institute of

Art, and at the Bohemian Club Art Exhibit. And so Jo Mora,

who in 1907 lamented that he "had not yet m.ade a start in

life," found himself an accepted artist by 1915 > serving as

a member of the International Jury of Awards, for the Panama-

Pacific International Exposition.

THE CERVANTES MEMORIAL

In the same j'^'^ar, when two representatives of the

Spanish people contemplated presenting to San Francisco a

statue commemorating the great Spanish writer, Miguel de
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Cervantes Saavedra, Mora was chosen to execute it. He had

been raised on the writings of this man and welcomed the op-

portunit5'- to cast in permanent form, his admiration and ap-

preciation of Cervantes.

"The result,'' writes Winsor Josselyn in the
California kvts and Architecture of February
1931 J "was a bronze group that stands in G-olden
G-ate Park, near the Mo K. de Young Museum, with
the heroic bust, of Cervantes looking dovm from
a pedestal of native rock upon the kneeling
figures of Don Quixote and Sancho Panza. An
affectionate expression of regard for the work
of that writer, excellently interpreted, and
undoubtedly destined to be one of Mora's last-
ing pieces. After all, it is through just
such response to stimulus, multiplied by deep
understanding, that all fine things are made."

The years following the unveiling of Cervantes were

busy ones. Not only did he prepare smaller works for exhibi-

tion, but he also fulfilled several large commissions during

this period, among them a bronze plaque of Archbishop Riordan

which is placed in the Knights of Columbus Hall, San Francis-

co.

THE BRET HARTS PANEL

He designed and cast the main entrance doorway of

the Union Wool Building, Boston, in bronze in Spanish Renais-

sance style, with the other embellishments in stone. Next,

for the University of California grounds, he did a bench of

native travertine marble; and then, for the Don Lee Building

in San Francisco, the heroic pediment group of terra cotta

flanl^ed by decorative bears. A heroic, classical group of
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the same material vip.s done over the main doorway of the Pa-

cific rjutual Building in Lcs Angeles.

In 1913 he ai;3o did a bronze bas-relief— the Bret-

Harte memorial—on an exterior wall of the Bohem.ian Club, so

placed that iu gives the passerby leisurely opportunity for

inspection. I.'ora has arranged the composition well with

more than a dozen figures, principal characters from Harte's

work, in a manner wiiich shows that Mora has an intimate

knowledge of early V/e stern days and a whimsicality which en-

abled him to capture Harte 's prevading humor. This v/ork

ranks beside the celebrated Cervantes in importance. Anna

Cora Winchell in the San Francisco Chronicle of December 15,

191s, writes:

"A striking piece of sculpture is that by J.J.
Mora, vmo vivifies the characters of Bret Karte
in a memorial panel to the famed v/riter. It has
more than az^t value, though plenty of that; the
personalities' stand out and one acquainted with
that incomparable v/ord painter of the early days
must take deep satisfaction in reviewing these
sculptural likenesses."

Of the public unveiling of the sam.e work, the l/7asp

of August 23, 1919, says:

"No Qne who was present at the unveiling of the
Mora Bret Harte panel need voice that old la-
ment, 'Love of art and literature is lost. ' If
Bret Harte were there in spirit—as he doubtless
was—he must have been pleased to the depth of
his being when he looked upon those characters
from his works quickened by the magic of J.J.
Mora."





_-. 11 *^3 San Curios llisston, Camel, coel-lIs-

sioned hi- to dc tiie Jatlier Junipero Serra sarcophagus. Tfin-

£ :" ' r^eljT., Call!?cniia J-jrzs ar.JL .-jrchltsciu.jT'e . ?5'o2r"j.arv

irothing could have suited Mn. better. It is
dor.e irlth i^ire spiritual insight. The bronze
Serra lies at full length on a sarcopha-giis of
California tra^ez^ine garble , hands at prayer,
a snail bear crouched at his sandalled feet
sjnbolic of California, while Father Crespi
stands at his head. Father Lopez kneeling to
the right at the door and Father Lasuen at the
left. If ever an expression of a deToted stu-
dent tock percanent fcm, it is in the oower
and beauty of this splendid neaorial."

Gane and Sossip carries a photographic reproduction

M-crk TTith the sculptor standing beside it, and also

intrO its historical panels and the figures of
padre Serra and his ceroted assistants "went the
whole sun of Jo IXora-s dresning in that tioe,
T^hen, thinking hinsslf loafing, he nade the
Pilgrinage of the Cross up froa Loirer Califcr-
nia. "

*

llcra rightij considers this one of his best wcrks.

A wayside shrine en the road in Camel Woods is another

piece to the nenory of Ser-ra. It is cf carved wood, painted,

"niih cak b inches flanking it-s base.

Jo llcra, the "versatile "westerner," then leapt t-o

the chance to do another type of ircrk, accepting the coninis-

£i:r-. '-. do a heroic, classified Greek pedinent in terra cotta

--- "".:'. r 3t'ck Exchange building in San Francisco. The
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Douglxboy Memorial for IvI'irin County follov/ed. Tilings pertain-

ing to war, and especially tlie World War, were not foreign to

hin, for in IplS ho had serrv'od as Connanding Major of Field

Artillery, Carip Zachary Taylor, Kentucky.

Dl^^aCyP JUBILEE COIN

The year I925 saw the issuance of a nev/ fifty-cent

piece designed by Mora. Of this, Robert Welles Ritchie, in

Game and G-ossip, says:

"....the United States Mint in San Francisco
struck off several hundred thousands of half-
dollars of a design quite different from the
striding Liberty and spread-eagle reverse of
our familiar four-bit piece.

"The new coin carries on its obverse a heavy-
shouldered California grizzly bear intent on
his business of going .somewhere; the reverse
shows a miner kneeling over his gold pan.
Mightily handsome, and calculated to appeal to
the state pride of Californians, for the com-
memoration of Vifhose Diamond Jubilee of state-
hood, Treasury authorities at Washington sanc-
tioned this special half-dollar issue.'' *

^. . OTHER WORKS

E. W. Marland, prominent oil man and political

figure of Oklahoma, looking about for a sculptor to do a se-

ries of historical Oklahoma figures for the park on his es-

tate near Ponca City, chose Jo Mora. Winsor Josselyn in the

California Arts and Architecture of February 1931 3 wrote:

"The first four of this projected series are
already in place, heroic figures of people who
gave Oklahoma inuch of its tradition and color.
There is Belle Starr, the woman bandit; the
cov;boy, who is the late G-eorge Miller of the





lllller Brothers 101 Rpnch; a Ponca Sioux In-
dian chief in at,tit\;C;e of Prayer of the Calu-
uet, posed by John Sull, eub-chief of the Pon-
cas, and one of a squav; of the Ponca tribe.

"Mora went to Chilahoua to do the prolininary
work, and used life for guidance; where the
subject existed only in picture and print, he
put life itself into these."

Another of I.Iora's works v/as that of three life-

size portrait-figures in bronze of the saall daughters of

the Byington Fords. Those are used as garden fountains in

the Ford hone at pebble Beach, California. "It was a ques-

tion," connented Mora (V/insor Josselyn, California Arts and

Architecture; Febnaary 1931), "who had the more fun in the

making— the chil.'Lren or I."

In 1936 > Jo L!ora executed a sculpture for the Mon-

terey County Court House in Salinas, California; six bas-re-

liefs done in rocarvcd travertine marble, six column caps

and sixt;/-t\7o heroic sculp-tured heads. All the work is on

the exterior qnd subtly underlying it are designs of Indian

motif.

Interspersed among these nore lnpo-i.-':,ano'.\/orks were

other sculptural and bas-relief works. Mora executed a Me-

morial sundial for the Arlington Elementary School, San

Jose; eight heroic figures for the Realty Syndicate Building,

Los Angeles; architectural sculpture for the Post Office and

Court House, Portland, Oregon; and stone sculpture for the

home of Earl C. Anthony in Los Angeles.





But lie was not limiting lainiself to Gculptural Virork

alone. He particiijated in aft jury service, serving on I'our

Important boards; exiiibited in :iio?"e than twenty-four shows;

and proved his versatility by painting two murals. The first

was in 1935? ''Canterbury Tales," for the lobby of the Hotel

Canterbury, San Frr.ncisco.

Glenn Wesuels, in the Argonaut, July 19, 1935, de-

scribes it:

"Over the fireplace is a panel representing
Canterbury during medieval tines. Other panels
illustrate episodes involving sundry notables
of Englishmen of this period. I.Iora has stressed
sweet color and maintained a lightness of ap-
proach which contrasts with present day mural
style."

So authentic was his depiction of Qld England that

one reviev/er (Howard Talbot, the Wasp, July 6,1935) mistaken-

ly said:

"Romantic murals by Jo L!ora, Carmel sculptor
and painter now decorate the Hotel Canterbury.
The suite depicts the history of Canterbur"y
from the days of Henry II to the era of Henry
VIII, and is glowing with knights, squires and
ladies in gorgeous costumes. The artist is of
English lineage, and is a recognized authority
on the customs and costumes of the Middle Ages.
The murals v;hich consist of friezes and panels
are done in rich color.

"

The latest mural commission given to Jo Mora is in

the restaurant of the Drake-V/iltshire Hotel in San Francisco.

The panels are a frieze of animals in human costume, gayly

dancing and dining. The colors are keyed in brightest tempo

against a gold leaf background. Each animal satirizes a type





of personality and Ilora's ability to dr^aw wiiirASical charac-

ters in an amusing pattern iy v/ell exernplii''ied. The animal

fable motif gives the room its na/ae of "The Fable."

CRITIC AL ACCLAIM

A iew representative excerpts from critical re-

views, selected chronologically, v/ill serve to illustrate

the acclaim v/hich v/as accorded the versatile Jo Ilora when

he exhibited. The first is from the San Francisco Chronicle

of August 16, 191^, the occasion being the production of the

Bohemian Club's musical forest drama, "Ncc Natama" for which

Mora did a sculptui^e.

"....the figure attracted the delighted notice
of the clubmen and their guests. It was done
by one of the ^/oungest of the artist m'^mbers
of the club and in execution as v/ell as in con-
ception it denotes a big talent.

"Jo I.Iora was the sculptor and his subject was a
mounted Indian intended to typify at once the
'Love Indian' and the 'Hate Indian, = the con-
flict between which abstractions furnished the
impulse of Shiels' allegorical drama. The lov/-
er part of the savage's face expresses the evil
of the '"Kate Inc35an;Ty a brutishness at once
repellent and adi.iirable. To the eyes the young
sculptor has endeavoi-ed to indicate something
of keener and finer sensibility; while the at-
titude of the rider and the posture of the ani-
mal are regarded by his judges as being excel-
lent with unforced realism.''

The San Francisco Ciironicle, June 27, 1915, says

of one of his exhibits of small animal sculptures:

"His cleverness in depicting the Indian tribes
in their various attitudes and practices, and
his modeling of cowboys and mountaineers in
all the phases of 'broncho-busting' are v\fell
known. To these he has recently added a clever
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group of a lesser type of anli.ial life, in v/hich
is included statue u..es of small creatures such
as rabbits, turtles, c'-o^^^s and fledglings.

"The real interest attached to these nodest
enblems of the tcal.ptor -s art lies in Mora's
pov/er of expi'esEiyeness. Ke secras to know each
one of Its kind intir.iately— so nuch so that
one looking on feels with the artist in his
delineatioHc The fledgling, still ruffled and
seni'-chaotio, locks bored and sorry with life;
the toad has a v/onderfully ugly face and the
turtle is absolute in its inanity.

"The dogs are laughable in their queer pos-
tures and gri.nnaces, expressing their feelings
just as one sees then in every day life. The
note of reality is perfect, and llora has a
grasp on realism that is as artistic as when
bestowed upon an imaginative or poetic subject.
The mechanical work is good, too; but whatever
that may be, it Is feeling and action which
stands out in Mora's sculpture."

Of the bas-relief of Archbishop Hiord?.n, the same

article goes on to say:

"....a plaque cast in bronze and hung in the
hall of the Knights of Columbus. The head in
profile is a true likeness, v/hile the top of
the panel bears a narrow border of Biblical
figures carved in great refinement. All al"'Out

the head in very faint relief are angelic
forms, Vifhose arrangement and portrayal shov/ the

finest instincts of art."

LUIS MORA-PAIHTER

Jo's brother, F. Luis r.iora,v/ho early in his child-

hood turned to painting, is nov/ a noted painter and mural de-

signer. In 1920 he donated his painting, "Thine is the Glo-

ry," to the United States War Department. Luis I.Iora v/as com-

missioned by Congress to paint a portrait of President
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Hardins; an appropriation being authorized for this work.

In 1922 the portrait was hun? in the White House.

Luis Mora served on the faculty board of the Na-

tional Academy of Design/iJew Yorlv, in 193^? a^'^O- has won nany

prizes, anong which are- first Hallgaster prize in Nov; York;

the Beal prize for water colors; the S. T. Shaw prize, New

York; and the Gold Heaal, Art Club, Philadelphia. He has

nany notev/ortliy nurals and interior decorations to his cred-

it, and executed the decorations for the I.Iissouri Building

at the St. Louis V/orld's Fair.

THE SCULPTOR TODAY

It is difficult to appraise this artist now for,

though past sixty, he does not plan to retire. At present

his Pebble Beach studio is not boing used, because in the

early part of 1937,I>.Iora started on his way around the world,

intent on bringing hone a new store of art ideas. He has

just connenced to live, he says. As Winsor Josselyn, in the

California Arts and Architecture of February, 1931, wrote:

"The fuel in the can burns brightly; the body
nachinery is strong and willing. The days are
short, even with their early breakfast and no
lunch and late dinner. Jo Mora is as up -and-
at-'eo a nan as you'll ever neet, and that's
why you will continue to ask, 'And he also did
this one, you nean to say?'''

With a life-time of study as a background, a deep

appreciation and vigorous conception of life, success, for

Jo I,:ora, is a story still only half told.
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JO MOllA.

WORKS

SCULPTURE .^I-^-D BAS-RELIEF:

Archblsiiop Riordan Memorial, 1915
Knights of Columbus Hal]., San Francisco

Architectural Sculpture for Post Office and Court
Kou.se

Portland, Oregon
Architectural Sculpture for Examiner Building Lobby

Los Angeles, California
Bench, University of California

Berkeley, California
Bret Harte Memorial, 1918
Bohemian Club, San Francisco

Bronco Tv/lster. The
Cervantes _I.f:bnuraent,' 1915

G-oldon Gate Park"," San Francisco
Chochonoe
Cinch Binder, The
Colored Map of Monterey County
Doughboy Memorial

San Rafael, California
Egyp t ian Fan tas i e
Eight Heroic Figures
Realty Syndicate Building, Los Angelen, California

Erabrcidcrer, The
Federal Fifty-cent Pieces for California Diamond
Jubilee, 1925

Four Heroic Bronzes
E. Yif. L!t5riand, Ponca City, Oklahoma

Garden Fountain, Senator Phelan, Montalvo, California
Hairdresser, The
Heroic Figures

Scottish Rite Temple, San Jose, California
Historical Panels

Native Sons Building, S.an Francisco
Heroic Pediments

Don Lee Building, San Francisco
Stock Exchange, San Francisco

Heroic Pediment
Pcacific Mutual Building, Los Angeles, California

Junipero Serra's Sarcophagus, 1921
San Carlos Mission, Carmel, California
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KIURALS

;

La G-ltanlta
Mantel for "Borax Smith"

Oakland, California
Memorial Sundijil
Arlington Slemcntary School, Sp.n Jose, California

Navajo Girl
On the Hurricane Deck
Pals
Patty
Plaque

Rock Rainbow Bridge
Poppy Nymph, The
Quctnkava
Rp.nge Mot?;er, The -

. • .

'
'

Saddling a Bronco
Sculpture for Doorway
Union Wool Building, Boston, Massachusetts

Sculpture for Monterey County Court House, 1936
Salinas, California

Scratching High
Shoot ' em Along
Snapping Turtle
Stone Sculptural Work
House of Earl C. Anthony, Los Angeles, California

Three Life-Size Figures
Mr. and Mrs. Byingtcn Ford, Pebble Beach, California

Toh
Wolf, The

Canterbury Tales, 1935
Hotel Canterbury Lobby, San Francisco

The Fable Murals, 1936
Hotel Drake-Wiltshire, Dining Room, San Francisco

ILLUSTRATIONS:

Boston Traveler, 1897
Boston Herald, 1897
The Animals of Aesop, 1900
Reynard the Fox, 1901
Anderson's Fn.iry Tales, 1902 )

Laura E. Richard's "Hurdy Gurdy, " 1902)
Animaldom (Comic Strip)

Boston }l^t%X& and Syndicate Associations
Animal Football Calendar for 1903

R, H. Russell, New York

)Dana, Estos & Co.

) Boston
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PRIVATE COLLECTIONS:

E. \'J. Marland, Pnr.cs. City, Oklahoma
Four Heroic Br-oazes

"Borax Sni^li, " Caltland, California
Mantel

Mr. and kirs. B^'ington Ford, Pobble Beach, California
Thrae Life-Size Figures

Earl C. Antihony, Los /uigeles, California
Sculpture TVork (Stone)

Mrs. Ethel P. Yoiing, Pebble Beach, California
La G-itanita

PERMAJIENT COLLECTIONS:

Bohemian Club, San Francisco, California
Bret Harte Klemorial

Knight of ColuF.bus Hall, San Francisco, California
Archbishop Riordan Memorial

Post Office and Court House, Portland, Oregon
Architectural Sculpture

Golden G-atG Park, San Francisco, California
Cervantes LIcnumsnt

University of Callfcrnla, Berkeley, California
Bench

Realty Syndicate Building, Los Angeles, California
Eight Heroic Figures

Examiner Building, Los Angeles, California
Sculptural Work in Lobby

Don Lee Building, San Fmiclsco, California
Heroic Fedimonts

Pacific Mutual Building, Los Angeles, California
Heroic Pediments

Stock Exchange, San Frpr.cisco, Califcmia
Heroic Pediments

Scottish Rite Temple, San Jose, California.
Heroic Figures

Native Sons Building, San Francisco, California
Historical Panels

San Carlos I^Iission, Carmel, California
Junipero Sorra.' s Sarcophagus

Arlington Elementary School, San Jose, California
Llemorial Sundial

Union Wool Building, Boston, Massachusetts
Sculpture for Doorway

Monterey County Court House, Salinas, California
Sculpture





EXHIBITIONS;

San Francisco,, California
San Francis :;o Inf^titute of Art

Japan.e^^e Figure, 1913
Scu.'.pture., 1914

Vicliery. Atkins and Torrey
(One-Mar Show), February 1913
Bronco Twister, The (sculpture)
ErjiDroldorer, The (sculpture)
Poo Fo I.e S Nan (The Hairdresser)
Toh (plaster)
Wolf, The (sculpture)

San Francisco Architectural Club
Represented, March 1913

Bohemian Ciub
Indian Life, November 1913
Scratching a Twister, 1914
Archbishop Riordan Memorial, November 1915
C-recian Lamp
'Mose' Finnell (Head of Dog)
Poppy Nymph, The
Indian Subjects (metalized copper), December 1916
Represented, December 1917
Bret Harte Memorial (panel), December 1918
Bust of Doughboy, 1920
Egyptian Fantasie
Represented, November 1932

Panama-Pacific International Exposition
Represented, 1915

San Francisco Art Association
(First Exhiblticn, Golden Gate Park Museum),

April 1915
"

Navajo Girl (marble)
Quotskava (bronze)
Range Mother, The (bronze)
(Post Exposition E:chlbltlon) , May 1916
Poppy Girl (sculpture)
Scratching a Twister (sculpture)
(Second Exhibition, Golden Gate Park Museum), 1916
Pals (sculpture)
Patty "

Poppy Nymph (sculpture)
Archbishop Riordan Memorial, June 1916
Chochonee
Cinch Binder, The
Frog, A
Polo
Range Mother, The
Saddling a Bronco
Shoot ' em Along





Snapping Tu.rtle
Toh (plaster), November 1916

Group Exhibition, Kocel St. Fr.'incis
Represented, July 1920

All American Exhibition of Sculpture, California
Palace of the Lection of Honor

Represented, 1929

Salinas, California
Monterey County Fair, Octobor 1931

San Diego, California
California Pacific International Exposition, 1935
Fanning a Twister (bronze sculpture)

JURY SSx^VICE:

CLUBS:

Bohenian Club
Jury of Selection, 1914
Member of Committee in Charge of Hanging

Entries, 1917
Panama-Pacific International Exposition

Member of International Jury of Awards for
Sculpture, 1915

San Francisco Art Association
Jury of Selection, 1915

Member:
San Francisco Art Association

San Francisco, California
Bohemian Club, San Francisco, California
National Sculpture Society
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BENI^liilNO BUFANO

If controversy is the life blood of art, as has been

said, the very pulse beat of California sculpture is located

in Beniamino Bufano, who has been the storm center of innumer-

able artistic issues since his arrival in San Francisco,

Although himself uninterested in publicity, the lo-

cal newspapers have for years considered his every move good

copy. He is not concerned over the fact that ho is belabored

for having created a remarkable work of art or expressed con-

victions apparently unconventional, considering these things

merely as accidental by-products of his real work; his art

itself.

As an exceptionally vigorous artist, his works and

behavior are more easily dramatized than evaluated. Conse-

quently, there has resulted m.uch biased reporting, sentiment-

alized opinion, pious indignation, and pointless eulogy, but

very little accurate appraisal of the man's work or reliable

biographical data on his life.

His study of the great periods of sculpture proceed-

ed through an analysis of the media associated with each peri-

od. He noted that characteristic Greek and Renaissance sculp-

tural forms were derived from marble or other relatively soft

stones; Egyptian from gr^rnite, basalt, diorito; Chinese from

highly developed types of bronze and terra cotta casting. On





the other hr.nd he found that decadent periods were character-

ized by soft, easily formed arterials which lent themselves to

facility of representation and easy imitation. Ke discovered

by working in wood, grfTiite and metal, that each medium has a

character of its own and that only by studying and working in

these different media could the artist achieve form.s suited to

their various characters.

If his work seerns severe, sometimes even imijersonal,

the reason will be found in the m.edium. he has chosen. In

v/riting of Bufano's work one critic recently saidr

"There are two ways to produce a piece of sculp-
ture. One of them is to make a model first in
clay or some other pliable medium and have this
cast or have someone else copy this model in the
ultimate medium.... In the other method, the
sculptor makes his v;orks himself, direct in the
medium he intended them. This is the hard v/ay
and is often, in the case of art, the most
fruitful

"But if a man. ., .wishes to change the ancient
shape of a block of gr.^nite he must toil, put-
tfeag forth an effort even greater than the gi'an-
ite's resistance to being cho.nged, he m.ust lecarn
its innerm.ost secrets of crystals, faults, and
if he is a true artist, malce the new shapes in
the granite's own terms. If he carves in wood....
he must learn to love wood so that he can let it
speaJk its own language in his art. And so with
metal— to hamper metal into the shapes his mind
has created, he must know the science of that
metal, how far it can be forced v/ithout strain-
ing, what forms it can take without losing ch^i.r-

acter. He must have the physical strength and
the patience to do these things...."

As you look at Bufano's sculpture, it becom.es evi-

dent that working direct in the ultimate medii^m has been a

powerful factor in his development, a.nd his ihsietence upon





this one point has cauacd or ccntrlbutod to most of the con-

troversy surrounding hin. But he is creating v/orkr. in imper-

ishable naterialf!, natorials t>iat time and erosion cannot de-

stroy, vitreous poi-celains, granite and stainless steel; and

whether he mokes a saint or a frog, his subject merges with

grerit dignity into whichever mediujn he choostJS."

•^^RIVAL IN AIvISRICA

Born in the small village of San-.Fele, near Rome,

on October 14, 1898, 3eniPj:nino Bufano v;as brought to America

by his parents, Lucrecia and Canio Bufano, at the ago of

three. His father, a •governr.ent official in Rome, was an au-

thor. Among the books he v/rote was a "Life of Garibaldi, "

the Italian patriot. Remo Bufano, brother of the sculptor,

has a studio in Waverlj" Place, Ne\-' York, and is a celebrated

creator of marionette-showa, for which ho designs the puppets,

costujues and scenery

FIRST ART EDUCATION IN NEW YORK

Both the young -sons of the Bufano family received

their education in Nov; York, not at the public schoolG, but

v/ith a private tutor. It v;as in New York, too, that young

Beniar.ino received his art education. From childhood he was'

actively interested in drawing, painting and. m.odeling, and as

*As a tribute to the artist whom he so greatly admires and
who is his personal friend, Mr. Joseph A. Danysh, regional
advisor of the Federa.1 Art Project for California, nas
written the above introduction.





soon as he was old enough, Bufano was entered as a pu.pil at

the Art Students' League. Hi:^ exceptional talent was soon re-

cognized by his teachers and by art critics. He vion prizes

and medals for coranositions , for drawing and for sculpture.

But so indifferent v/as the young art student to money and a-

wards that one of his medals, it is said, still lies unclaimed

at the Art Students' League. Numerous other prizes, for which

he cared little, v/ere awarded him at exhibitions in New York

and the East.

Among his teachers at the League were James E.

Frazer, Herbert Adrms and Paul Manship, all celebrated sculp-

tors in whose studios ho worked, at times, as assistant. It

was while working in Manship' s studio, Bufano says, that he

designed the buffalo that decor^Ltes the nickel five-cent

piece, handled by millions of people every day.

The sculptor first received public attention while

still in his teens when he won the Whitney $500 first prize

for his statuiiry group, "The Immigrants." Newspaper art crit-

ics devoted more space to the sponsor of the exhibit, Mrs.

Harry Payne Whitney, and her studio, than to the artists

represented.

However, the New York Times of November 15, 1915,

wrote a more detailed report:

"The, exhibit which won the first prize, the work
of Beniamino Bufano, a young sculptor of the
east side, bore the inscription, 'I came unto iny

own, and ray own received me not.'





"This prize-winner v;as one of the most ambitious
of the works exhi'^ited, and the artist aspired
to represent in ic the lot of the imraigrnnts
here, as he had seen conditions at first hand
during hia daily wanderings on the great east
side. He had attempted to depict the suffering
and misery he believed he saw, anci. the child
borne dovvn by the need to work, instead of up-
lifted 'ziy the right to learn. But there was one
figure v/hich represented a great hope in the fu-
ture, a oL'c of a boy demanding of the country
what he believed to be his rights."

DECORATIVE SCULPTURE FOR 1915 EXPOSITION

Restless and eager to see California, Bufano readily

accepted the opportunity to come to San Francis (^o and work on

the sculpture details for the Panama-Pacific Exposition of

1915.

The "Panels of Art," 20 feet high over the Palace of

Fine Arts, were executed by Bufano, after he had completed the

figure groups for the Court of the Universe on the Arch of

Triumph, and other decorative sculpture for the Exposition.

Still in his apprenticeship, Bufano worked on a commission

from Manship, from designs made by the latter in New York.

The young sculptor v/as strongly attracted to the

cosmopolitan city of San Francisco, so like his native city of

Rome set on its seven hills. Bufano has since traveled v/idely;

twice circling the globe, but always, since his first glimpse

of the city, has made his home in San Francisco.

For a year Bufano stayed in San Francisco; becoming

interested in the arts of the Orient through contact with San

Francisco's Chinese quarter. Returning to Nev; York for a





time, working, studying and c:^hibiting there, Bufr.no felt the

desire to travel. He has nr.c'e journeys to Paris, to Italy,

and spent four years in the Orient, two entire years in China,

Cambodia and the Malay countries , These years exerted a r)ro-

found influence on both Eufano's philosophy of life and cxihis

art.

STUDY OF 0RI5NTAL POTTBRY

In China he studied ancient Chinese glazes and pot-

tery, living rjncng the potters in the great pottery cities.

V/hile living in Canton, he stayed with Dr. Sun Ya.t Sen, and

formed an abiding friendship with the Chinese revolutionist

and ex-president of the Chinese Republic. From his studies,

first at Shak-Kwan, a city of 20,000 people, ne-.rly all of

whom are potters, and later on at King-teh-chen, near Poiping,

v/here formerly the Imperial pottery for the Manchu Emperors

was made, Bufano brought back the secret of glazes which he

uses in his modern terra-cot ta sculpture.

He returned from the Orient in 1921 to teach in San

Francisco and its environs. In his first lecture to liis stu-

dents as an instructor in sculpture at the California School

of Fine Arts, he pointed to the plaster replicas of G-reck and

Roman statua.ry which they had been wont to copy under their

previous teachers, and tcld them that since theyrore 20th

century Americans, they might dispense with copying and work

directly in the mediiAm and to use their creative ability in-
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stead. When refuned stone by the school officinln, he bor-

rov/ed a truck and hauled stone from the old Mis r, Ion High

School, then being demolished. As a precautionary measure,

Bufano is said to have dropped most of the plaster casts on

the floor.

At the same tine, Bufano v/as also an instructor in

advanced sculpture at the University of California in Berke-

ley.

In 1921 Bufano 's Oriental collection, gathered dur-

ing four years' travel in Japan and China, in the interior of

Java and Bali, in Crmbodia and India, were lost in a disas-

trous blaze 'vvhich burned his barn studio in Berkeley. Rich

as was this store, even more valued by Bufr.no v;ere his sketch-

es, drawings cind models—all of v;hich were burned.

DISMISSAL FROM SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Although the young sculptor had already v/on recog-

nition in the East, Buffinc was too modern for the San Fran-

cisco School of Fine Arts. Engaged as an instructor there,

he clashed with the conservative element and was dismissed

because of the advanced ideas with v/hich he tried to m.odern-

ize the traditional methods of the school.

The San Francisco Chronicle of May 17, 1925, said:

"Spencer Macky, dean of the faculty, admitted
that Bufano, who turned upside dnvm tradition-
al methods of the school, had been discharged,
but refused to make any statement concerning
the cause.
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"In the art colony last night there '7ac none
v?ho was not convinced that Bufano waf. disnlsaed
because he was 'too modern.'

"Yesterday; in his studio in the Fine Arts Pal-
ace, the diminutive Italian sculptor said the
entire quarrel arose v;hen Randolph, director of
the school and the person v/ith whom Bufano dif-
fered materially in school matters and his
bunch, acted unfairly in the awarding of prizes
to student"; several months ago.

"When the judcjes came together to choose the
vi/ork for exhibition, they discriminated bctv/een
the work of students and professionals, giving
the latter the preference. 'It seemed to bo the
names signed to the pieces of art that deter-
mined whether the piece should be s-hov;n, rather
than the beauty. They try to hold students
down; they don't want to exploit them but only
themselves. I objected and forced them to allow
a great many students pieces, to be selected,'
Bufano said.

"That seemed to be the starter, although there
was friction all the time. Randolph didn't lilve
the v/ay I allowed my students in modeling to use
their own individuality. He would turn out each
student a little Bufano or a little Randolph.
To m.e, that v;as not art. No one can copy me,
nor can I copy anyone else. I taught my stu-
dents, numbering about fifty in the various div-
isions, to express themselves in their art. I
didn't have them all follow along like so many
sheep, as is the method in vogue in the art
'school. '

"Bufano also stood out for students' rights in
other school matters, he said, and thereuDon,
the directors split with him. Once, about eight
weeks ago in a directors meeting, the fight grew
so heated that Bufano told the assem.blage that
'they should be out peddling bananas, and not
teaching art to the young. ' From then on mat-
ters went from bad to worse, according to
Bufano, until he was notified last week that he
had not been reengaged for the coming year."
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THS DA VirCI SCHOOL OF ALLIED ARTS

Br.cksd by sonc ent'iusia;"". tic r.rt pritronB and students

Bufano decided to cpen a school of his own in 1923, which he

called the Da Vinci School of Allied Arts. This v;as opened in

the Hawaiian Building, one of the sti'-uctures left over from

the Panama-Pacific Exposition of 1915.

Although artists and students rallied to his sup-

port, Bufano was more interested in the educational side of

the school than in business methods, so that it did not suc-

ceed financially, and v/as finally abandoned by the sculptor

when an attachment was filed on it for debt.

A like tragedy befell the artist in October of 1925,

when his valuable collection of statuary and paintings was at-

tached for a debt of only 3664, ii^icurred for carpentry work a.t

his art school. "I have no money. I know nothing of busi-

ness, " said Bufano to his friends. "What sn I to do? Maybe I

can give my creditor a statue but to lose one of r:y treasures

v;ould crush me .
"

EXHIBITS IN MEW YORK

At the time of the purchase of the "Honeymoon Coup-

le" by the Metropolitan Museum in New York, and Bufano 's New

York showing, the Nev; York Times of January 4, 1925, v/rote of

Bufano' s exhibit at the Arden Galleries:

"Most of the work in the present er-chibition at
the Arden Galleries is in his personal medium
of glazed pottery. He has modeled two Chinese
heads; one is called the 'Scholar' and the
other the 'Philosopher.'"
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"Though the niodols are Chinese, he hr,3 gener-
alized, until the sjnse of raoe is made subor-
dinate to the nature of the' le?'.rning of each.
The color is dull green-blue, the texture snooth
and not too shiny, and tlie outline form as se-
rene as a Chinese hoxil, in spite of the neces-
sarily greater variety.

"'The Scholar' is dry, and the hunor lies in the
artist's tolerant point of viev/ toward boundless
Infornation, but Bufano and hin philosopher can
smile together. The friends are tied together
by a rhythmic arrangement of line and design.
His manner, in er.ch case, changes with his sub-
ject, without losing style. The subject sug-
gests the manner, and the artist controls both."

The same exhibition. i8 described by the Now York

Herald Tribune of January 4, 1925:

"....His vjcria comprises a series of portrait
busts, small group themes and a heroic 'Crucifi-
xion'—his outstanding achievement—all done in
richly applied colored glazes. Ho shows in all
a visible respect for both the craftsmanship and
feeling of ancient Chinese pottery sculpture.
But his adaptation of both themes of ;oresent-
day experience is done with an adroit, personal
touch that gives them living qualities.

"The large 'Crucifixion,' v/hich is the moat im-
portant work of the artist, seems hardly to
Justify itself. It is quite mechaniorl and emo-
tionless, though appearing decorative in its
v/ooden frrjrie. Svch sculptures find their great-
est appeal in their intimacy of design and gliize
effects, and in this vein his work takes on a
wholly individual and alluring as^ject."

"The East Meets the West," says Phyllis Ackerman in

the International Studio of February 1925, v/ritlng on Bufano ' s

sculpture:

"A strikingly original contemporary instance of
this fusion of the two tastes, is the work of
Beniamino Bufano....
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"....-Lt io one of hir, Chinese ]oieceg, that the
Metropclit.'^.n Muoeuir. of Art has just bought, the
'Koneymoou Couple.' They stnnd together, aloof
yet Intimate, charming persons, but something
more than that, the essence of the high-prin-
cipled donenticity that Confucius enjoins, and
the Chinese poets have, for two thousand years
and more, descriptively extolled. They are,
moreover, not two por-sons, but genuinely a group
unified by the relations of masses and the flov;
of draperier, , And they are covered \;ith fresh
and lustrous glares that have a moist trr.nslu-
cency. The Chinese pieces arc fine decoration,
and, v;hat is more important, they are truly
sculptural decoration; but some of the things
Bufano has done since his return are sculptur-
ally more imjportant.

"....the most important thing Bufano has cone
is a 'Crucifixion,' in tv/o slightly different
interpretations. The Christ, a young Christ,
is on the Cross. But he is not hung by the
cruel spikes. He is suspended almost v/ithout
v/eight, rising by his own Spiritual exaltation,
that comes not v/ithin the compass of earthly
things, though ho is God's son in the flesh,
but is slightly disengaged v;ith a detachment
that at once expresses his transcendence of
corporeality and also creates the aesthetic iso-
lation from the world of natural things, which
is so difficult and important in sculpture.

"Bufano does not de;oenc: on his hands alone. He
v/orlcs with his convictions and with his aesthetic
principles. He has but recently digested his
Orient, and it is still formulating his theo-
ries. Thus he is first and persistently a
sculptor. And he is remarkably young. With a
more complete fusion of his intellect, his tech-
nical skill and his em.otions, he shov;s promise
of being one of the few enduringly import-nt
sculptors that America, if she can claim him,
has had.

"

FIRST SHOW IK SAN FRkHCISCO

The first one-man show of the young sculptor's works

in San Francisco after his return from the Orient was given at
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the City of Paris G-allerior, in Juno 1925, an.l attracted

country-wide art intorest. acne Hailoy, art critic of the

Christian Scienco iJIonitor, wrots on January 15, 1925:

"Bufano'a paint in.-^r! , brcnzer. ,
porcelains and

drawings a.re presented in a specially arranged
gallery, rith a background of Chinese gold, ad-
mirably suited to the rich color of his work.
The bronzes and porcelains take on the satis-
fying hues and tints cf the oldest Chinese sculp-
ture.

"He v;is3ly follows the Orlentrls in soundness
of construction, slnplicity of subject and glo-
rious richness of color. Even his drawings arc
of dsep color' tonality, although they are simply
searching studies of heads done in sanguine and
crayon. His several colossal paintings of fig-
ures present another phase, closely allied to
the Oriental, yet rendered more in the manner of
the early Italian primitives, v;lth :^.onventional-
Ized drapes and forms against flat old gold
backgrounds and strong color throughout.

"Buff.no 's studies have brought him many influ-
ences, all of vrhich contribute to his origin^il-
ity of vision. Bufano has not imitated the
Orientals so much as he has made them his o\:nf

from his sense of true art values. He .'ichloves

beauty from his understanding of Oriental sym-
bolism and medieval m.ysticism, made concrete in
sound construction. He is a modernist in his
superior understanding of the older arts."

"Bufano 's ivork attracts wide attention" wrote the

San Francisco Chronicle of June 14, 1925, giving this account

of his exhibition at the City of Paris:

"....The crucifixion in bronze, which is known
as 'The Last of the Christians,' is probably the
most Important piece in the exhibition. In this
there are no distorted muscles nor agonized fa-
cial expression. The figure on the cross is
calm and resigned, as are the beautiful children
along the base. Although the crucifixion, is
worked out In fine detail, the whole piece re-





tains the fund; rr-ental simplicity which ccnGti-
tutes a groat prrt of tha chara of Bufano's
work.

"

The V/asp of July 11, 1925, given a critical estimate

of Bufano's v;crk:

"....The young artiot hac nnturity, and his v/ork

is so bare of mannerism as to be diBtinguianed.
Rather ho has a manner, chastened—almost puri-
fied. The economical craft, the sibsence of
meretricious appe.'\l, amount to a formalism so
severe that it might be harsh. But Bufano is so
Nordic in spirit,' and it is Italianism tha.t

gives a tender touch to his austerities. Love
of beauty is a test of the soul and the quality
of that beauty the test of taste. Art is really
monastic; sobriety, meditation, aloofness from a
temporal world are its bases. The v;ork Is dono
by a hand obedient to a spirit— the communion of
a soul Vifith the eternal.

"And yet it is almost primitive, with a re-
straint amounting to stoicism. It has the pov/er
of the impersonal, but ruggedness is softened by
some imperceptible caress. It contains none of
the qualities of chance, fenr, destruction, th8.t

lurk in elemental nature.

"Bufano is not dramatic, he dres n"t plry upon
dread or horror, his Art is not cruel in its ac-
tualism. Here is a genius whose reserve con-
tains humanity, realism in which the actual has
found the eternal."

CUROPEAK EXHIBIT

This first comprehensive exhibition of Bufano's

works executed in metal, wood, and glazed porcelain, attract-

ed such wide attention v/hen it v;as shown in New York, Chicago,

and St, Louis in 1925-27, that Paul Verdler, who showed it at

the City of Paris G-alleries in San Francisco, arranged to send

the exhlb>t to Paris, v;here Bufano 'was already well known. So
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well received by the critics ?;as the collection of Bufano's

v/orks, that they v/ere shown in London, Berlin and Moscow.

For eight years this exhibition and other collections sent

out by the National Sci^lpture Society of Neu Yorl: v;ero shown

both in America and abroad, while Bufano was enduring the

vicissitudes of poverty. However he journeyed around the

v/orld again in 1926 and covered his expenses by the sculpture

and portraits which he executed along the ^vay.

During the course of his travels, Bufano had lived

in Paris for two yerrs during 1928 and 1929 and founded the

Society of the "Constructionistcs, " a current movement in

art , and from 1928 to 1931 he published a magazine, the

"Cercle Ecarro* (The Squared Circle) expressing the ideas of

this group. Here he v/orked, among other things, on his blo.ck

granite statue of Saint Francis of Assisi. An exJiibition of

his glazed sculpture was held at the Palace cf the Legion of

Honor in San Francisco in 1G29, and ho showed y;orks at Mills

College, Oakland, during the same period.

The critic of the Argonaut of January 19, 1929,

found Bufano 's work, exliibited at the Palace of the Legion of

Honor disappointing. He said:

"....One of the pieces 'Head of a Woman' is
quite fine for the simple massiveness of its
design and the ruggedness suggested by its
finish. A group called 'Mother with Children'
also has in it some elements of good creative
design, and a piece called 'Bust of a Young
G-irl' is pleasing for its simplicity. But a-
side from these three pieces, Bufano 's porce-
lains prove to be too tritely descriptive to





be considered as D.r'tlstically su';>erior v;orks.
He has turned to the Orient for much of his sub-
ject matter, but in doing so he has caught none
of the spirit of meaning of the Far East. It is
all external, and therefore as completely 'sur-
face' as are his glazes."

"Bufano's Terra-Cotta Sculpture Interesting" said

the San Frtmcisco Chronicle of January 27, 1929:

"These beautifully simplified pieces of sculp-
ture reflect the definite style that has result-
ed from Beniamino Bufano's combination of Occi-
dental and Oriental influences.

"Colored glazes embellish the simple forms of
the head and figures Bufano has modeled. At
times the effect is startling, as in the por-
trait of a man, when the entire head is in deep
blue. Very evidently the color has been applied
as color and for the sfike of color rather than
in any other way to make the representation of
actuality closer. This results in the sirousal
of two reactions, one to the form, another to
the color of Bufano's v/ork. In some instances,
these reactions nay be widely separated or even
opposing, in others they are more happily uni-
fied."

EXHIBITS AT PARIS SALON

A special cable to the New York Times from its Paris

correspondent mentioned Bufano's works shown at the Autumn

Salon in Paris as follows (November 1, 1927):

"Paris, October 31--Mr. Johannes, President of
the jury of the 'Autumn Salon' which opens in
the Grand Palais next Saturday, predicted today
that the sensation of the approaching exhibitioi
would probably be the work of the young Am.erican
painter of Italian origin, Beniamino Bufano,
'His work is widely discussed at the present
time and he is incontestably a very beautiful
artist' said Mr, Johannes,

"Generally speaking, the exhibition y/ill regis-
ter another urjnistakable step away from the fan-





tastlc and 'isms' of recent years and back to
the truly beaut u'-jI and objective in art. "

Junius Cra^'ei.s described Bufano's work in the Argus,

February 1929, as follows:

"Bufano has worked in the Orient and has drawn
from there much of his subject matter. But
the woi'-ks he showed here were literal rather
than interpretative and seemed to lack either
imagination or creative impulse. The most val-
uable thing he had gathered from the Orient was
a masterful technical use cf glazing for terra-
cotta. But he frequently resorted to the use
of color— such as bright green for the flesh
tones— to obtain a sensational effect, though
the figures beneath the glaze wore of a purely
realistic character. The use of such methods
resulted in the production of many inconsistent
works. "

Grace Hubbard said of Bufano's work in wood, exhib-

ited for the first time, in the Argonaut of January 26, 1929;

"....in these works of his, the personality of
the artist is always apparent in a marked de-
gree.

"....four splendid examples of the recent
works of Beniainino Bufano. .. .two of these are
figures carved in v;ood and two are figures in
plaster, over life size. All are of the Monks,
and according to Rol Partridge, Director of the
Gallery 'in their beautiful simplicity they re-
mind one of Giotto.' He says of them, 'up to
the last minute in the modern point of view and
treatment, these four statues, nevertheless, re-
mind one strangely of the best in Oriental
sculpture. Such work is an evidence indeed of
this modern Italian-American sculptor, Bufano,
he is able to gather together in his work the
Gothic, Giotto and ultra-modernism."

RETURN TO AIv^ERICA

After Bufano's return in 1931 from his second world

tour, he visited the Indian pueblos in New Mexico and Arizona,





studying the Indian customs ."^nd ceremonials, their dances and

the symbolism behind th'^ir .r-.^ient artn. Havinf^: known Gov-

ernor Hunt of Arizona v-hen Hunt was the American Minister to

Siam, it was natural that Bufano should be selected by the

G-overnor to arrange tho' American Indian collection and the

collection of Oriental art which Hunt presented to the Museum

In Phoenix.

While much of Bufano 's best sculpture is in private

collections, such as those of A].bert Bender in S?xn Francisco

and Colonel Charles Erskinc Scott Wood in Los G-atos, Califor-

nia, the traveling exhibitions sent by the National Sculpture

Society to the large cities in America and Europe have made

his work widely knov/n. The Brooklyn Museum, New York, held

several exhibitions in 1930 and 1931 at which Bi-ifano v/as re-

presented, and in 1932 devoted a whole room to his sculptures.

Much interesting material and a fresh point of view

were presented in Bufano 's exhibition at the Palace of the

Legion of Honor, at which the sculptor showed pieces executed

during his trip round the world. Upon his return to Califor-

nia he took a studio and settled dov^n to live and work again

In San Francisco.

The art critic of the News Letter and Wasp comment-

ed on Bufano' s Saint Francis and on his exhibit at the Cali-

fornia Palace of the Legion of Honor, on October 1, 1952:

"....Two of the artist's drawings, exhortations
in pastel crayon, were hung with the exhibit of
sculptor's drawings at the Ps.lace of the Legion
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of Honor recently. Regardless of the over-
crowded "/alls of t.ho gallery, these two draw-
ings stood out magrixficently, compelling by
their size s.nd ohe vehemence of their language
an unmasked and fearful attention.

"One of these drav/ings was a study for the
Saint Francis f^tatue. . . .The other drawing in
the show was a poster of three horses, phleg-
matic, lethargic, gross animals of toil. They
bear no other m.alice to the world than the
slowly, enunciating v/lth heavy-footednoss the
slavery of thought, a v/ord the world cannot
condone.

"

THE BAY BRIDGE PROPOSAL

Always in the forefront of any progressive movement

for artistic development in the city of his adoption, Bufano

formed a group of sculptors in 1933 who proposed to give their

services free to beautify the San Francisco Bay Bridge and its

approaches with architectural sculpture, requiring only the

cost of materials and their living expenses to be furnished

them. Unfortunately, this public spirited pronosal came to

nothing. Joseph Danysh comments as follows in the Argonaut of

July 22, 1933:

"Beniamino Bufano, of the much controverted
St. Francis fane, has formed a guild of sculp-
tors who are offering their services for the
beautiflcation of the San Francisco Bay Bridge.
These sculotors are ready to work as day labor-
ers with only living expenses and material to
work with as their remuneration. 'We will, of
course, comply with the architectural design of
the bridge,' said Bufano, 'and we will utilize
the spaces at the two entrances to the bridge
as well as the spaces in the span itself. We
feel that San Francisco is worthy of this ef-
fort on our part, and it is our desire to make
the bridge an outstanding artistic triumph as
well as an architectural and engineering one.'"





BRA.VE NEW ART

The Nev's Letter ana V/asp of February 11, 1933, com-

ments on the progressivfjs- Shov; at the City of Paris Galleries

where Bufano was represented;

"'The Progressive Group' show at the City of
Paris Galleries (sponsored by Joseph Danysh)
may not have been or have assumed to be 'great
art,' but it has undoubtedly been good enter-
tainment, and healthily stimulated lively com-
ment, speculation and controversy. The show
itself is varied, and interesting in its very
unevenness. Then the unexpected 'Change of
Venue, • which transferred the exhibition from
the stately Legion Palace to the comparatively
frivolous dcoartment store setting, lent a
pleasant touch of melodrama, and some excellent
advertising,

"No one minded that the gallery dimension pre-
sented some difficulty, forcing some of the can-
vases into an unfavorable light, and causing
Bufano 's malevolent red chalk nanel, snarling an

anathema at the end of the room, to seem to
jumo down the throats of visitors...."

The critic of the San Francisco Hews criticizes

Bufano 's work at the Second Progressives' Shov.' at the Danysh

Galleries, on October 27, 1934;

"The most sensational sculpture in the show is
'X-ray' by Bufano, a colossal fish form in
polished aluminum. In preparing the poor fish
for market, the sculptor has removed not only
its entrails but also its sides. The wire ribs
thus left ex^jf^sed suggest that the work might
serve as a harp or a zither. 'X-ray' is theat-
rically effective, however, in a modern, Aus-
trian sort of way. An electric light to
shine through its blue glass eyes might convert
it into a nice little lamp for the bedside
table. "

The Art Digest of New York quoted H. L. Dungan's

criticism in the Oakland Tribune of November 15, 1934, of the

Progressive Show at the Danysh Galleries, San Francisco:





'"At the time of Txy visit to the gallery, there
wfxB grent excite/nont over Beniamino Bufano's
fish, which is enr, .tied 'X-Ray.' I was just
overcoming the first dizziness which alvmys
overwhelms me v.-hen practically surrounded by
modern art, whc-n Ansel Adams bounded in with the
gr'ace-. o;!" c x".-:,^':. in the well-known ballet extra-
ordinary. Jo:;eph Danysh removed his pipe, and
pointed to the fish with the stem thereof. Ruth
Armer looked at mo and then at the fish. I

couldn't tell whether she thought we were both
poor fish, or if she admired the fish.

"'Anyv/ay, I to'-'k the fish in. It's about five
or six or maybe four feet long, made of white
metal, with blue glass eyes the size of ^1 Mex.
The spine is up top-side, where it should be,
and the ribs (there is but one set of them) ran
straight down from top to bottom. They are made
of metal bars. The caudal appendage curves v:p

gracefully. The first and second dorsal and
ventral fins are omitted for the sake of art.
The fish, for support, is attached slightly aft
of the pelvic fin, to a black plush box.

"'Now, this fish is a good v/ork of art, no deny-
ing. It has the dra.matic appeal, and others,
but I couldn't help but imagine what would hap-
pen if someone t ook it home and tried to hang it
over the mantel or if he put it on' the floor and
stepped in it after a late night viait v;ith a
lodge brother. In fact, I have lost sleep, won-
dering v;hat one could do with this tin fish—

a

good v/ork of art six or four feet long—and the
only solution I have is to change the metal bar
ribs to harp strings and play sea chanteys on
it.'"

MEDAL FOR SCULPTURE

Several exhibitions of Bufano's works \vere held in

San Francisco in 1935, and at the Annual shov; of the Art Asso-

ciation held at the San Francisco Museum of Art, the medal for

the first award in sculpture was given jointly to Benianino

Bufano's "Torso," executed in hammered copper, and to Sargent

Johnson's terra-cotta piece, "Forever Free."
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The critic of the San Francisco Ncv/s, Junius Cravens,

in conmenting on the show c:^ January 26, 1955, said:

"....Anong others, a bronze sculpture of a
'Torso,' by Bcnianinc Bufo.no, also is especial-
ly noteworthy. In subject, it is connonplace

—

the armless, legless, headless female, which is
used as a subject sooner or later by most
sculptors—and they all look more or less alike.
But Bufano's bronze is exceptionally well exe-
cuted, and he has achieved as beautiful a patina
on the metal as I have seen on a modern work..."

An important exhibition opened at the San Francisco

Museum of Art in August, entitled "Thirty Years of Sculpture

in California, " at which Bufano showed. The News Letter and

Wasp of August 24, 1935, took occasion to praise Bufano and

applaud governmental sponsorship of art as follows:

"Bufano is represented by his most skilled
piece of gilded bronze, 'Crucifixion of Youth'
and his very fine 'Mandarin, ' a glazed terra-
cotta, in v/aich he used crushed jade, achiev-
ing a color and texture rarely obtained In or^
dlnary glazing.

"What of the Administration making it possible
for the best sculptors, such as Bufano, and
wood-carvers such as Jacques Schnier, to launch
important projects, open stoneyards, build
kilns, outfit v;ood-carving studios and shops,
v/here the most talented artists m.ight assist
the master in v/orking on cooperative works,
which would demand an alliance of several med.i-
ums?"

At the same exhibit, Bufano's "Crucifixion of Youth"

wins praise from Nadia Lavrova in the Christian Scionce Moni-

tor of June 15, 1935:

"Benlamino Bufano's fine bronze cross, 'The
Crucifixion of Youth, ' is undoubtedly the most
important piece of work produced by this talent-
ed and versatile sculptor. The figure on the
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cross is that cf a handscine youth, and at the
base there is a frieze of children's figures.
The conception is full of tragic poetry.

"Other viot'cs by Bufano include glazed terx'a-
cotta hends in color. The glazes are nado of
crushed jade and quartz. They are colored v;ith
pignents obtained by precipitation of copper,
gold, lapis and iron. Their subjects range
from i^ortrait studies of children, to those of
Chinese, modeled by the sculptor during his
sojourn in the Orient."

STUDIO DESTROYED BY FIRE

While the sculptor was busily v^rorking, showing at

exhibitions and teaching, for the second tine a fire gutted

his studio. He lost all the contents of his stable-studio in

Lafayette Square—possessions which he had painstakingly ac-

quired since the loss of his Chinese and Far East Collection

in his first fire in Berkeley. The San Francisco Clironicle

of November 13, 1935, described the tragic loss:

"Last night there v;andered through hist-ric
Lafo.yette Square, a pale and tortured little
figure. He was like a small disheveled ghost
as he crept through the still smoldering ruins
of his home, searching frantically for some
trace of the treasures that had been destroyed
yesterday afternoon by fire.

"For many years Beniamino Bufano, international-
ly, famous sculptor, has known the most desperate
tragedy. Poverty has dogged his footsteps.
Marital difficulties have broken the calm, of his
life. But, alv;ays he has had his works of art,
his drawings, his paintings, his pieces of
sculpture to bring him solace.

"Yesterday they too went, as flames demolished
his shabby little shack that adjoins the old
Holladay home in Lafayette Square. How the fire
started, no one knows.
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"3ufo.no had laft hio home only a short while iDe-

fore the fire ntarbod. Therefore, he was spoj^ed
the agony of cebing firemen destroy the walls
upon which hung his oils, tempera, crayon, char-
coal, plaster and wood sketches.

"Mercifully, he was not forced to witness the
destruction of his head of Christ, or his shoet-
copper study of St. Francis of Assisi.

"A fev; of his friends and patrons were there, to
watch the unhappy cremation of Bufano's stupend-
ous works, many weeping as the flames gained
headway, even under hissing streams of v.'ater.

"His gigantic study of the patron saint of San
Francisco became white hot, then followed an
equally gigantic hand to the ground.

"The razing of Bufano's shack represents a loss
of perhaps 3100,000. The razing of his artistic
v/orks represents a loss that is impossible to
compute in terms of dollars and cents.

"His home and superb creations are lost forever,
and v/lthout them he is no longer a genius, but
a slightly bewildered little man, "'iho has no
place to go.

"

ST. FR.:JJCIS IN BLACK GRA.NITE

Long study of the life of Saint Francis of Assisi

led Bufano to conceive cf a monument to him to be erected on

one of the San Francisco hills. It \vas not until his stay in

Paris in 1930, however, that his statue of St. Francis crys-

tallized; hewn from a 32 ton block of black Swedish granite,

it stood twenty- tv7o feet in height.

"Before returning to San Francisco in 1951, the

sculptor stored his statue in a Paris warehouse where it re-

mained, held by an attachment for debt, while friends and pa-

trons backing him were engaged in a series of disputes with





the San Francisco Art Commission, over both the appropriate-

ness of the statue and the site v;here it should be placed.

On December r-:0, 1933, it was formally approved by

the Art Commission for acceptance by the city. This resulted

in an exhibition of preliminary sketches, models, working

plans and photographs of Bufono's St. Francis which was held

in February 1934, at the Adams-Danysh Galleries, San Francis-

co, At the same exhibition, 3ufano shov;ed a group of his

sculptures hewn from the black granite cut from under the arms

of his statue of the saint.

The exhibition stirred up a storm of controversy and

gave Bufano a great deal of publicity. Indignant citizens

wrote to the newspapers, condemning the statue as an atrocity,

while artists rose in its defense. The San Francisco Chron-

icle, February 4, 1934, quotes Bufano:

'"Critics will, perhaps call my St. Francis too
modern, ' said Bufano. 'But, to my way of think-
ing, the idea of this beautiful spirit v/ho gave
everything and asked nothing in return, must
manifest itself in every changing form of a,rt,

"'The St, Francis of the Renaissance is vastly
different from the G-othic, and by the sa.me token
the St. Francis of today must be expressed ac-
cording to the Modern spirit.

'"My admiration of this sky-clad soul, v;ho

sought salvation in the open hills, and in every
creature or thing who spoke the language of na-
ture, is so great that this statue of him. IS my
offering, to perpetuate his memory in the city
I love so well. '

"

Junius Cravens criticized Bufano 's St, Francis in

the San Francisco News, February 3, 1934





"While I feel that Bufano's sculpture fails as a
satisfying symbol of the pre-orainent personality
of Thirteenth Century Ita.ly, his granite figu.re
is probably v^orthy of a place in San Francisco,
But, unless it differs greatly from the sculp-
tures in his present exhibition, I feel that it
might as well be called Buddha or Mohajnmed or
Friar John— as St, Francis. The last thing I

would demand in such n. figure would be objective
realism. But I resent inr^no effigies of a great
man. And I want something more than an artific-
ial, subjective surface."

G-lenn Wessels in the Argonaut of February 2, 1934,

cajne out strongly in favor of the statue after viewing the

models:

"....there sculptures and drawings are the out-
ward expression of a belief, paralleling that of
St. Francis, a philosophic realism, a belief in
the reality of the idea, rather than in the ap-
pearance, which c orresponcs to the Oriental Tao.

"Here is the valid expression of inner convic-
tion, made suoerlatively effective by consummate
craf tm.anship. What if it is not the spirit of
our time? What if it is not the .American scene?
It is nevertheless important and beautiful and
true, the objectif ica.tion of a living faith."

Again, in the Argonaut of March 2, 19o4, he sa^^rs:

"It is not a doctrinaire St. Francis, it is not
a literal St. Francis, but it is the exemplifi-
cation in eternal -stone of the qualities endea.r-

ing this character to the world.

"Is there any better voucher for the straight-
forwardness and independence of Bufano's -St,

Francis? Where is there another ma.n who has de-
voted years -of toll to the expression of this
idea in stone as sincerely as has Beniamino
Bufano? Who can speak more authoritatively for
a universal, not sectarian, expression of the
spirit of this dogma-breaking saint? Where is
there a monument, which sums up in itself the
best of the past and the knov;ledge of the pre-
sent, expressed in unimpeachable craftmanship?





And G-lenn WessolG warningly continues:

"Look out, derir public, that some Guccessor does
not capitalize en the furore caused by the only
real, original St. Francis idea designed for San
Francisco c Designed with regard to the juncture
of Oriental and Occidental ideas, planned in the
spirit of the man himself before he became
(after six official condemnations), perforce
canonized.

"This statue is not an affair for the church a-
lone to judge, nor is it an affair for politic-
ians to juggle. It should become a public
cause.

"

A group of the sculptor's friends and art patrons in

San Francisco formed the Bufano St. Francis Committee to pay

the charges and transportation and liquidate the $2,000 at-

tachment on the work. Altho\2gh Bufano spent years in research

and experiment and donated his work as an artist as well as

the black granite from which the stptue was hewn, and though,

in 1934, the French line offered to transport the statue from

Paris free of charge in recognition of it as a work of art,

the city, v.'hlch now has jurisdiction over the statue since the

Art Commission gave its final approval in 1935, refuses to

select a site for it, and Bufano' s first heroic St. Francis

languishes unseen in Paris.

S T. FR^-CIS IN STAINLESS STEEL

Undiscouraged, Bufano conceived a new idea—a gigan-

tic St. Francis, 180' high, executed directly in an absolutely

new medium, stainless steel, with a face of copper, impervious

to time or weather. It was designed to stand on Twin Peais,
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overlooking the city of San Francisco. Innediately a heated

controversy arose. The con.-iurvative Ai"t Conuission rejected

the statue tv/ice; citizenB aroused to indignation but confused

by frivolous newspaper treatment of the subject, argued for a

conventional saint v.fith stone birds perched around hin, as one

critic said, "like the birds on IJellie's hat"; artists rose

in Bufano 's defense, and a petition signed by one hundred and

forty seven prominent local artists was presented to the Com-

mission. Editorials and letters appeared in the newspapers

and Bufano became the most publicized sculptor in America

since G-utzon Borglum and his monument in the Black Hills of

Dakota. Art circles in San Francisco seethed, and the public

was, for the first time, arouse5. to take interest in a work of

art. This battle was even more heated than the closed contro-

versy over the revolutionary modern murals in the Coit Tower

on Telegraph Hill (a controversy limited mainly to artists and

politicians), because the Tower already existed in fact,

whereas public opposition felt that the proposed St. Francis

constituted a threat to its beloved San Francisco skyline.

At the rejection of the statue by the Art Commission,

Glenn Wessels wrote in the Argonaut of December 11, 193^:

"Only the most conservative members of the Art
Community seem to be anti-St. Francis, and the
younger contemporary minded group s^ that this
time they are going to put it over.

"The pro-St. Francis people point out that the
artist members of the Art Coramission voted in
the main for the Statue-=—that it was the non-
artist faction plus the telegraphed opinion of





conservative sculptor, Edgar Walter, which
turned it down, Wa'.'^or's kind of sculpture may-

be seen in the has-i el -.tri-c which decorate either
side of the proscenium arch in the Municipal
Opera House. It is at the opposite pole from
the simple, geometrical style, which Bufano's

. friends say is based upon the opinion of the
best of Oriental and modern Occidental monument-
al work .

"

- When the Art Comraisf^ion again rejected his St,

Francis statue on Dooember 23,1936, Bufano was furious; shak-

ing with anger, he exclaimed, "Bahl I am on trial before a

pack of old women who know nothing about art."

ART CIRCLES DEFEND MODEM ST. FRA.MCIS

Led by Gertrude Atherton, Dr. Mariana Bertola and

Mrs, Frederick Colburn, the attacking party termed the statue

"hideous," "that wooden thing," and "it looks like a hold-up."

The San Francisco News of December 31, 1936, continued:

"'A hold-up, they call my statue,' moaned Bufano
clutching his hair. 'It's these women who are
perpetrating a hold-up. They're trying to hold
up work on my statue.'

'Otis Oldfield, well-known painter interrupted
heatedly: 'San Francisco is satisfied v/ith such
atrocities as the rah-rah statue of Marshall at
Mason and Market streets, and that angel-on-a-
ball in Union Square, nothing but photographic
taxidermy in stone.

"'The trouble is, most people are used to the
objective art of the Victorian period. Bufano 's

statue is subjective art. It is the crystal-
lization of a great emotion, not a copy of a
portrait.

"'What do people want?' asked Lucien Labaudt,
noted oil and fresco painter. 'Bufano has cap-
tured the soul and mind of St. Francis. The
head is the most beautiful thing I have ever





seen. The arms uplifted in blessing are neither
Catholic, Baptist nor Buddhist, but universal."

To which llatthev; Barnes, winner of the first Anne

Bremer Purchase pri^e of the 1937 San Francisco Art Associa-

tion exhibit, added:

" 'That statue of St. Francis will do more for
San Francisco than anything else has. If people
can't see the stupendousnecs of it, it's just
too bad. Bufano has put his whole soul into it.
Put the statue up on Twin Peaks and the city
will learn to love it."

Joseph Danysh, regional V/PA art adviser, on the

basis of the petition asking the Art Commission to accept

Bufano 's statue and signed by 1^7 prominent local artists,

declared:

"Heretofore, lack of professional artist's o-
pinions has been one of the reasons for the
disapproval of the statue. Edgar Walter exer-
cised absent influence on the Art Commission by
sending nine telegrams from Washington charac-
terizing the statue as 'lacking in dignity

'

though he has never seen the model.

"The project will give employment to many needy
artists and it should be put through."

John D. Barry, who had first met young Bufano at

the Panama-Pacific Exposition in 191^,^'^rotc in the San Fran-

cisco Nev/s of December 21, 193^:

"When the Works Progress Administration was or-
ganized in this part of the world, no one could
question the right of Bufano to be among the
sculptors at work there. Again he felt attract-
ed to St. Francis as a subject. And again he
produced a very original model for a statue.
Thai model I sav/ the other day at the office of
our Art Commission in the City Hall. It im-
pressed me as remarkable. Like many of the old





masters, Bufano had developed the conception in
wood. The texture of our redwood served him
well.

"V/hat I liked most about the statue was its nin-
pllcity. It su(5;i;e'Toed the Italian primitives.
With both hands raised, hea^l bent fomvard
slightly, St. Francis in traditional robe, stood
giving a blessing.

"When I went av/ay and thought over what I had
seen, I felt confirmed in ny opinion that as a
V/PA worker Bufano had offered a statue we could
be proud of o

"

A letter from Ray Boynton, San Francisco artist, de-

fending Bufano 's statue, appeared in the San Francisco News of

December 22, 1936:

"It is daring and it is unique and it is imagi-
native. It has the purity that distinguishes
great art— especially great religious art- -from
everything else. The whole conception is a
challenge to the imagination, and it will remain
a challenge to generations of people after v/e

are dead. It is probable the most original con-
ception of St, Francis since G-iotto 's frescoes.
It is uniquely modern in its material and execu-
tion and timeless in its form. ITo one else in
this countr-y could conceive and execute it."

Although the artists generally v/ere in favor of

Bufano 's statue, one mural artist, Frank Bergman, wrote in the

same issue of the Nev^s:

"I'd hate to see a statue on, or near Twin
Peaks—either Bufano 's or anyone else's. Put-
ting statuary on elevated spots Is a strange
human v/eakness. A hill top should be crowned
(if it has to be crowned) only with truly monu-
mental architecture.

"I object to saints—Bufano ' s or anyone else's.
To have a symbol of love looking down upon our
'man-eat-man ' civilization with so aany of our
neighbors hungry, would be the meanest irony





and hypocrisy, I mean this in the v/ider sense,
and not as a reflection against one individual.

"Wise old Charles Erskine Scott \7ood once said:
'Christianity has never been practiced. ' Please
let's forget all the saints."

Religious viev/s on the sculptor's conception of St.

Francis differed as sharply as those of the general public.

Archbishop Hitty of San Francisco gave warm approval to

Bufano 's statue, vo'iting to the Art Commission at its session

of December 23, 193° 3 that "Bufano's statue of St. Francis

will be a tremendous asset to the city and it v;ill become one

of the most distinctive, outstanding monuments throughout the

world. " He even sent Father Meehan as his personal represent-

ative to the final hearing of the Art Commission to speak in

favor of the statue when the decision hung by a hair. The

Franciscan Order on the contrary, with Father George as their

spokesman, wanted the usual conventional stone saint. The

Protestant ciuirches took a hand in the dispute, expressing

their approval tlirough Dr. Jason Nobel Pierce, pastor of the

First Congregational Church and president of the San Francisco

Federation of Churches. The San Francisco llews of January 2,

1937, quoted him as saying:

"A statue of peace like this St. Francis would
be eminently fitting. I advocate its erection,
as soon as possible, on a suitable elevated
spot. I don't say it should necessarily be
Tv^in Peaks, though I like the idea myself. St.
Francis, especially as conceived by Bufano, has
nothing to do with Catholicism. He belongs to
the whole world.

"





When defending his statue before the Board of Super-

visors, whose assent i«;as necessary to the statue's erection

after the acceptance by the Art Commission, the sculptor de-

clared; "I have tried to maice this statue the symbol of a new

religion. It symbolizes the brotherhood of man— stripped of

pretense— as close to a universal interpretation as I could

make it .

"

The session of the Art Commission on February 3,

1937 that approved Eufano's model, was the stormiest—and the

one which aroused most public interest--in the history of the

staid and conservative commission. It was so thronged with

artists, spectators and reporters, all holding decided opinions

and exoressing them freely, that the meeting had to be held in

a larger room in the City Hall. Press comment in Eastern

magazines, as well as in local newspaoers, is voluminous.

ODposition members of the Art Commission attempted

to get designs for a statue of Saint Francis through an open

competition, thinking, no doubt, that the cost of holding such

a competition and the length of time necessarily consumed

would block the project altogether. But Josenh Danysh, re-

gional Wk art adviser, retorted that few Am.erican sculptors

had either the background or the ability to make such a gigan-

tic statue, and that Bufano was the only sculptor working di-

rectly in the new medium, stainless steel. Also he said that

it was not fair to judge a gigantic 180' statue of stainless

steel to be erected on top of a hill, from an 8' model carved





out of v/ood and copper, which was on exhibit in a small com-

mittee room.

When that line of attack failed, several members

who opioosed the statue i^lshed to have changes made in the

sculptor's model, esDecially objecting to the oosltion of the

hands, flung on high. One member even suggested that "they

looked like the hands of a gunman's hold-up victim."

Bufano retorted: "I am perfectly willing to nake

reasonable changes, but naturally, I cannot make enough alter-

ations to suit every member of the Art Commission. I have

made a hundred models already. " When someone criticized his

statue for not having patches In his robe, Bufano replied that

he was a sculptor and not a tailor, that a man in patches

might be noble, but a stone figure in patches was a botch.

After more heated and bitter discussion, Bufano,

when given the floor, vehemently thundered: "Art Marches on!

What if I went Into a bank, and said practices of the mediae-

val ages must be instituted? The bank would eventually hp.ve

to close down. Art has changed, Just like banking. No one

could create a work of art acceptable to all of you. But you

are the Jury. "

Cheers and roars of applause greeted Bufano'

s

speech. When a- vote was taken, the monbers were deadlocked

seven to seven, with Herbert Fleishhackcr, who held three

votes, leading the opposition. It was San Francl scow's Mayor

Angelo J. Rossi, called in to break the deadlock, who cast the

deciding vote in favor of Bufano' s statue.





Bufano's metal Saint Francis was proposed as a WPA

art project by Joseph Da.nysh, regional art adviser for the

WPA, and by Williajn Gaskin, local supervisor. The cost of the

statue was to come out of public funds and included the inner

core of cement, the cement pedestal and the structural steel,

as well as the salaries of the artisans—varying from 14 to 40

v/ot'kers. Copper for the face and hands of the figure, and the

outer sheathing of stainless steel, have been offered free by

metal companies. The weight of the gigantic statue will be

about sixty-five tons; the metal sheathing for the torso and

robes will be one-eighth of an inch thick. Concealed from

view will be a bath to attract birds, as Bufano thinks that

living birds flying around the saint will be much more in

keeping than birds hewn from stone. A spiral staircase inside

the statue will lead up to the head and an observation plat-

form.

However,, this is not a complete victory for the pro-

gressive artists and Bufano, for acceptance by the Art Commis-

sion merely means an aesthetic approval, and now the project

is in the hands of the Board of Supervisors, v/ho, at the tlDe

of writing (1937), have not m.ade any appropriations for its

construction.*

*See Monograph on Ruth Gravath, Vol. 16 Page 135 of this
series.





CRITICISM IN PUBLIC PRESS

The heated controversy over the statue made front

page news for the San Francisco newspapers for months, and

even after it v;as settled in Bufmo's favor, indignant citi-

zens still wrote to the papers, protesting the statue of Saint

Francis. Editorial comment in the San Francisco News of Feb-

ruary 2, 1937, stated:

"We don't know just how 3ufano ' s 180-foot stain-
less steel statue of the city's patron saint
will look when it arises on Christmas Tree Point
just under Twin Peaks. We don't believe members
of the Art Commission know,

"What v;e do knovj is that Bufano is a sculptor of
remarkable talent, many think genius, that the
execution of his plans in stainless steel, do-
nated by the steel companies, is an extremely
intercs*ing thing in itself, and that at its
worst the statue— of a size so commpjidi ng that
it will attract world-wide attention—will be
more sightly than some of the apartment houses
that already rise like huge chimney-pots from
our hill- tops.

"Incidentally, the statue will give employment
to a large number of sculptors working under
Bufano on this most spectacular of WPA projects."

In his column in the San Francisco News of Janurry

7, 1937, John D. Barry made the most nertinent comnient yet

uttered on the public interest aroused in the Bufano Saint

Francis controversy:

"The controversy over Bufano ' s statue of St, .

Francis impresses me as almost wholly good.
Seldom does a community become excited over
such a matter. For public discussion it's ob-
viously far more profitable than the most re-
cent scandal or murder.





"The ele nent of ridicule that has. been Introt
duced is to be regretted. There's nothing ridi-
culous about the prcjected statue. it cones
fron a thoroughly trained and a remarkably ex-
pert craftsman. I sunpose his being so removed
froc nuch of the present-day. sculpture nakes his
conception appear funny to sone people. The un-
familiar is easy to laugh at.

"nothing I can think of excuses ridiculing the
material used by Bufano for his models. Redwood
he finds convenient to work in. Those who de-
ride the models as 'wooden' merely. play on a
word. The old masters in sculpture didn 't scorn
wood for developing their schemes. Bufano 's
models in wood merely suggest the effect to be
worked out in a colossal figure of stainless
steel.

"It would be a glory to San Francisco if the
colossal figure, developed so appropriately,

_

with such reverence and simplicity, were to be
erected In a dominating position. Twin Peaks
would be the ideal place.

"No one can say tliere'a anything Victorian about
the work of a man like Bufano. It's founded 'in
the qualities that relate him, not to grotesque
and transient fashions, but to principles that
are fundamental.

"

As soon as the stainless steel statue was finally

approved, clamor arose over the estir.ated amount reauired for

its upkeep by the Park Commission, who disclaimed this re-

sponsibility , claiming that to keep the steel and copper. monu-

ment bright and shining v/ould cost about ^10,000 a year. How-

ever, the Park Commission said that they had set aside .''^PjOOO

for the irrigation of the mountain, and would beautify and

care for it, so that it should be green with natural verdure

throughout the year.
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STAINLESS STSZL AS NSW ART MEDIUHC

Tills stainless steel statue of the mediaeval saint

will be almost impervious to time or the elements; the stain-

less steel v/ill be made of a nev/ alloy, containing tv/o per-

cent of white glass, in addition to its iron, chromium, carbon

and manganese content.

A letter from S. Craig Alexander of the Allegheny-

Steel Company, written to the San Francisco Chronicle
,

February 12, 1937 is of interest as coming from an expert . He

v;rote:

"In the letters of criticism in the Chronicle's
People's Safety Valve, of the prorjosed Bufano
statue of St. Francis to be erected on Twin
Peaks, stainless steel, as a medium of artistic
and architectural expression had in several
cases been brought in for criticism in dispar-
aging terms, as, for example, in the expression
'colossal, stainless steel egg cup.

'

"Wlthoi.it reference to the artistic merits_ of
the Bufano creation, but with reference solely
to stainless steel as a material for art and
architectural work, such an implication is un-
fair to this material which is .a versatile
medium., and has enormous possibilities for ar-
tistic and architectural expression.

"Far from being a 'cheap' material, stainless'
steel is the finest of the commercial metals
of alloys, and is not infrequently referred to
as 'popular triced platinum. ' Its •Dossibilities
for the artist and the architect are just be-
ginning to be realized.

"The medium, moreover, embodies the essentials
and provides a versatile range of possibilities,
from finest detail to utmost simplicity, for the
exercise of the creative ability of the artist
and the skill of the craftsman."





BUF./\iro'S PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE

Bufo.nn's personality is indicative of the true

artist. Once, when bareft of his studio, he worked out on the

sand-dunes of a San Francisco beach for months, hamnoring and

shaping the metal of a statue, undeterred by the bitter winds

and cold fogs from the Pacific. .pother time v;hen he was to

be paid eighteen hundred dollars, but never collected the

money because he had not signed a contract, he shrugged his

shoulders and v;aved his hands, as if to push material things

av/ay, saying, "As for the money, it is nothing— I do not

care.

"

Bufano has se.t dovm fully an explanation of his

philosophy of life and conception of the moaning of art, and a

portion of his manuscript, which also seeks to explain the de-

structive attitude of art critics, may be quoted here:

"Art has nothing to do with the whims of human
beings. Art is purely a spiritual thing. It

is collective thought; and all creative forms
are but an echo of God— the religious inter-
pretation of the soul. The beauty in nan is
God. The beauty in God is man. The collective
beauty in both is Art. . . .born out of the bosom
of the Universe. Inexhaustible as space, it is

neither new nor old; it is the spontaneous
voice bridging the chasm of all thought...."

He then goes on to say that the savage, epheneral

criticism of the contemporary critic arises out of a soul-

blindness (resulting from civilization) which prevents their

achieving any universality of thought or feeling. This, how-

ever, can have nothing to do with the artist, who should ob-





serve "the characteristic forms of nature," hearken to his own

imagination, and exprosG his art, in hi.s life as well as in

his chosen mediur., api'iroaching his v:ork with a pure heart and

an open mind.

He insists that "a true artist lives for Ms art,

which he loves for itself, not as a means of securing fleeting

earthly pleasures or fp/ne, " and that the artist is "the means

through which beauty is crystallized." He reminds his readers

that the "nev/" school of Cubism existed among Japanese wood-

carvors four hundred years ago, and that the giants of modern

painting, Cezanne, Picasso, and Matisse, are only striving for

the childlike approach in an attem.pt to capture that spontrne-

ity v/hich is the hallmark of any true art.

He deplores the sad fact that the great majority who

blindly follow such masters usually succeed only in achieving

a sort of "manufactured eccentricity" and a set of traditional

terms v/lthout r.oaning. Kis own reverence is reserved for the

art of the ancients—particularly that art resulting from the

cultures of the Far East. In them, he s^ys, ono may find a

true interpretation v/herein all branches of art, without any

sacrifice of spontaneity, are blended into one symphonic

whole.

Personally, ho is convinced of the Taoist precept:

that the Impulse to genius lies in all men, but that only in

artists is it alert; that the creations of the true ?irtis t, in

v/hlch this impulse is strongly developed, must be beautiful





because anything other than beauty has become alien to hln.

Hence, for the artist, the one lav; is that there shall be no

law, only the sinpllciiiy and ^^urity which admits of spontane-

ous creation because it cannot help itself.

In his concluding remarks on his own philosophy of

art he says:

"....One can do no more than (attempt).... to

approach as nearly as possible a spiritual me-
dium through the limitations of all too human
formulae. .. .Art comes to us as naturally as

rain falls.... We put the little seed into the
earth; the seed sprouts to a plant. The plant
gives forth the bud. Then the bud flowers to
bloom; the blossom gives back the seed; the
seed goes back to the earth. ... Through reform
we by no merns rise to a more enlightened
state of being. .. .Reformation is but a stupid,
sentimental hum^'n weaJkness. . . .We do not need
to reform, but to be transformed."

OTHSR STATUES 3Y BUFANO

The new sculptural medium, (stainless steel) in

which Bufrno v/orks, vrill be used in other statues than the

Saint Francis. Under the auspices of 1/VPA, as a tribute to the

Chinese in San Francisco, a monument to Dr. Sun Yat Sen (ill-

ustrated in this monograph) , founder of the Chinese Repnbllo,

will be placed in Saint Anne Park, off Grant Avenue, in the

heart of Chinatov/n. The torso v.-ill be of stainless steel,

V7hile the head of the philosopher v;ill be hewn of red granite.

Bufano made the studies of Dr. Sun Yat Sen, he says, as well

as a porcelain bust, v/hile staying at the leader's house in

Canton and fighting by his side during the Chinese Revolution.

A statue of Bach, the great musician, also to be made of
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imperishable steel, is to stand in one of San Francisco's

parks, A red grani'".^ statue of Dr. Louis Pasteur, for the

High School in San Rafael is also ne,- ring completion.

Bufano is v;orking indefatigably and directing a

corps of artisans, metal-workers and stone-cutters. He is the

only artist working in stainless steel, and as he works di-

rectly, T/ithout first modeling in clay and then casting in

metal, an absolutely nevv' technique must be developed—and this

is v;hat Bufano is teaching his artisans.

.
•

.

. Harsh and oftentimes unfair criticisms only stim-

ulate and encourage Bufano to continue striving, obeying his

ovm convictions. Always through the ages, the challenging and

stimulating in art have bred controversy. And v/hen vitality

is combined with humility, faith and perseverance, as is the

case with Bufano, it would be exceedingly unv/ise to accept ad-

verse criticism as proof of failure, for these are the intrin-

sic attributes of the pioneer. His popular recognition may

not come at once, but when it does, it should be lasting.





BENIAMINO BUFANO

REPRESENTATIVE

WORKS

SCULPTURES:

The Immigrants, Whitney Prize, $500, Nev/ York, 1915
Panels of Art, 20 feet high, Palace of Fine Arts,
Panama-Pacific International Exposition, San
Francisco. Also worked on figure groups for
The Court of the Universe on the Arch of
Triumph. 1915

Chinese Couple, (called also Honeymoon Couple),
glazed terra-cotta, Metropolitan Museum, Nev;

York. A copv is in the San Francisco Museum
of Art. 1925

Mother and Tv/o Children, (Grou^o. Owned by Mrs.
S. Stern)

'

1925
Bust of Colonel Charles Srskine Scott Wood,

Los Gates, California 1925
Saint Francis, 22-ft. black granite statue,

Paris, 1928
Head of a Young Woman, (glazed terra-cotta)

,

San Frpucisco Museum of Art 1929
X-Ray, (fish in hammered copper) 1934
Torso, (hammered copper) 1935
Monument to Dr. Sun Yat Son, (stainless steel,

v;ith red granite head) for St. Anne's Square,
Chinatown, San Francisco, California 1937

Statue of Sebastian Bach, musician, for one of
San Francisco's parks 1937

Dr. Louis Pasteur, (red granite) for High School,
San Rafael, California 1937

Crucifixion of Youth, (metal, colored). (Albert
M. Bender Collection. Lent to the San Fran-
cisco Museum of Art).

Head of a Child, (terra-cotta)
Head of an Old Woman, (glazed terra-cotta)
Panels in plaster, Mills College, Oakland, California

(gift of Albert M. Bender to the Mills College .Art

Gallery)

.
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DRAWINGS:

Drawings and sketche.; of Saint Frnncis, San ^rpn-
clsco, 1934

ETCKINGS:

Head of a Child, San Francisco Museum of Art

PRIVATE COLLECT lOilS;

Albert M. Bender, San Francisco, California
Crucifixion of Youth, (bronze) Loaned to the

San Francisco Museum of Art
Man of Sorrows
Two Friends

Charles Erskine Scott Wood, Los Gatos, California
Bust of Charles Erskine Scott Wood

Mrs. Sigmund Stern, San Francisco, California
Mother and Children

PEroiAlsTENT COLLECT I Oil3

:

Metropolitan Museum, New York
Honeymoon Couple (glazed terra cotta)

San Francisco Museum of Art^ San Francisco, California
The Chinese Couple (glazed terra_cotta) Bender

Collection
Young Woman's Head and Bust (glazed terra cotta)

Bender Collection
Child (etching) Bender Collection
Crucifixion of Youth (metal) Loaned by Albert "f.

Bender

EXHIBITIONS:

San Francisco, California
Palace of Fine Arts, 1922

City of Paris Galleries
First one-man show after his return to

San Francisco from his Oriental visit
The Last of the Christians (bronze) I925
First "Progressives" Exhibition, sponsored

by Joseph Danysh, 1933
Second "Progressives" Exhibition, sponsored
by Joseph Danysh

X-Ray (fish in hammered copper) 193^
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California Palace of the Legion of Honor
Head of a Woman; 1929
Mother with Child-ren (group) 1929
Bust of a Young &irl , 1929'
Study of Saint Francis (drawing) 1932
The Throe Horses " 1932

Adar.is-Danysh G-alleries
Saint Francis models and drawings, 193^
T-.Tin Peaks (black granite sculpture) 193^

San Francisco Huseum of Art
Torso (hanmerod copper) Medal of First

Award, 1935
Crucifixion of Youth, 1936-3"^
G-lazed terra cotta sculpture, I936-37

Oakland, California
Mills College Art Gallery, 1929

New York City
Art Students ' League

Prizes for Drawing, Sculpture, and comr)osition
1913-15

Whitney Exhibition
The Immigrants (Whitney Prize, IROO) 1915

Arden Galleries, I925
Glazed terra cotta heads and groups
The Two Friends
Crucifixion
Benia (bust)

Brooklyn Museum, 1930-19^1-1932
Devoted a whole room to his sculpture

Paris, France
Salon d' Autonne , I927

Also comprehensive shovring of his works executed in

glazed porcelain, in metal and in wood, in New York,
Chicago, St. Louis, 1925-192?





AWARDS

CLUBS:

V/hitney Exhibition, Now York
Whitney Prise (|500), for "The Immigrants," 1915

Art Students' League, New York
Prizes for Drawing, Sculpture and Composition,

1915-1915

San Francisco Art Association, San Francisco,
California,

Medal of First Av;ard for his "Torso," 1935

Member:
San Francisco Art Association
National Sculpture Society, Nev; York
Cercle Ecarre, Paris, France
"Cut Direct" Group of Seven, Paris, France
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